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and Efficiency.
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Country.
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Late this afternoon, Judge H.
D. Terrell, filed a petition on
behalf of O. L. Owen of Clovis,
Democratic candidate for corporation commissioner asking
for a writ of quo warranto to
be issued on George H. Van
Stone, Progressive Republican,
who yesterday qualified as
A
corporation commissioner.
petition of intervention on behalf of George W. Armijo, Re-

publican candidate" for corporation commissioner, will be filed.
the
Van Stone will question
jurisdiction of the court. The
facts in the case are well
known, 1032 votes cast for Sol
Owen not being counted for O.
L. Owen, giving Van Stone a
majority. Armijo claims fraud
sufficient to have lost him the

election.
Had Their Pictures Taken.
Governor McDonald and the new
state officers today had their photographs taken at the Capitol.
Took Oath Today.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo of El
Rito qualified today as treasurer of
Rio Arriba county before Judge John
R. McPie.
Deputy State Treasurer.
Frank Marron, nephew of the new
state treasurer, has been appointed a
deputy. The position was formerly
held by Simon Nusbaum.
Bond Approved.

Judge John R. McFie today approved the bond of Miguel Gonzales,
clerk of Rio Arriba county, who left
for his home this forenoon.
District Attorney Qualifies.
James R. Waddill, district attorney
for the Sixth Judicial District, living
at Deming, qualified this morning, filing his oath and bond with the Secreof State.
Judge Qualifies.
Colin Neblett, elected jr.dge of the
Sixth Judicial District, living at Silver City, qualified this morning. His
bond and oath were filed in the secretary of state's office.
Will Qualify February 1.
District Judge E. C. Abbott expects
to qualify for his judicial office on
February 1. He left for Denver this
afternoon to close up a number of private business affairs.
Arnot Resigns.
a
George Arnot of Albuquerque,
member of the board of regents of
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, has tendered
his resignation to Governor McDon-

tary

ald.

County Officers Qualify.
sheriff
Charles Closson,
ct Santa Fe county, qualified yesterday, filing bonds to the amount of
with the clerk of the county, M.
A. Ortiz. He appointed as his chief
deputy Seferino Baca.
$12,-00-

0

Commission Clerks
Qualify.
George V. Armijo and Edwin F.
Coard this morning qualified as clerk
Corporation

and assistant clerk respectively of
before
commission
the corporation
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero.
Irrigation Project.
A hearing on the Costilla irrigation
project, Taos county, is being heard
before C. D. Miller, engineer of New
today in the offices of the
' Mexico,
engineer in the Capitol. The hearing
is on the filing of the San. Luis Power
and Water Company for water for irrigation purposes.
Homestead Entries.
The following land entries were re
corded yesterday in the local land office: Glendene Marton, Santa Rosa;
Law- Vaximiano Duran. Cuervo:
Tru-jillLuis
A.
Venus;
Tence
Christian,

Archuleta,
Chamita; Esquipula
Coyote; R, Chavez, Antonito, Colo.;
Ciriaco
Emma MeCamant, Hanley;
Herrera, Coyote; Roque Gallegos, Pecos; Manuel Valdez y Valdez, Canada
do Ojito; Cora N. Lynn, Vaughn.
Republicans Will Intervene.
The Executive Committee of the
State Central Committee, at
ite meeting yesterday decided to intervene in the contest to be brought
by O. L. Owen against George H. Van
Stone, for the place of corporation
commissioner, setting up the claim
that but tor the frauds in Clayton and
other precincts, neither Owen nor Van
Stone would have received the greatest number of votes, but the Republican candidate, George W. Armijo.
Territorial Funds.
The following sums of money were
received in the office of the state
.tieaeurer, O. N. Marron yesterday: T,
P Clifton, deputy game wardenS1.25; Nathan Jaffa, secretary of New
Romero,
Mexico. $110;
Raymundo
treasurer of Torrance county, $211.49
"Walter B. Wagner, treasurer of San
Charle-P.
Juan county, $213.70;
Downs, clerk of the district court for
the Sixth Judicial District, $3.60; B.
warden
'.E BuffJian, depuiy game

(Continued on Page Five.)

(By Special teased Wire to Now Mextcan)
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 17. Government ownership of all industries was
favored by the United Mine Workers
of America, now in convention here,
in a resolution adopted today.
The
resolution, which was presented by a
Pennsylvania local union, follows:
"Whereas, we consider it would be a
benefit to the community at large,
therefore, be it
"Resolved, that this convention go
on record favoring government owner
ship of all industries."
The resolution was backed by the
Socialists in the convention and found
practically no opposition among the
1300 delegates. The result of the vote
was greeted with cheers.
Western Federation.
One great union of coal and metal
miners in the United States and Canada must be formed if mine workers
are successfully to combat the mine
operators corporations, declared Ed
ward Young of Great Falls, Mont., representing the Western Federation of
Miners in an address today, He urged
that the National Coal Miners' Organization absorb the mtal miners anion
and said he believed a merger plan
now going forward would be successful within a few years.
Referendum Work.
A referendum vote is to be taken
among the metal miners of the West
ern Federation of Miners on the ques
tion of combination with the coal miners and J.
of Denver,
Colo., reported to the convention that
indications were the
proposition
wouid be approved by a large major
ity.
"After we have united on the industrial field, we will unite on the political field, and the men that daily risk"
their lives in mining coal and metals
will get that which belongs to them,''
said Mr. McKinnon.
Heated Debate.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 17. Heated
debate followed the reading of a resolution providing Tor withdrawal
of
the Mine Workers from the American Federation of Labor and condemning the leadership of Samuel
Compers and John Mitchell, former
president of the Miners, as "aliated
with that sleep producing agency,"
the National Civic Federation.
It was not expected that a vote on
the resolution would be reached until late today.
"The Federation of Labor," the res
olution declared, "is in the grasp of
Judge Gary of the Steel Trust, Andrew Carnegie, of Homestead fame,
and August Belmont, 'friend' of the
Interurban Railway Workers of New
York."
It advocated the calling of a great
labor co vention here on April 1,
and the formation of a new national
industrial organization
"to emancipate wage workers from the yoke of
industrial servitude."
George W. Lakey of Indiana, chairman of the resolutions
committee,
which
in the resolution
urged that as the miners now face a
possible strike to enforce wage demands, it would be impolitic to withdraw from the Federation. "Why not
rut the Federation right instead of
quitting it?" he said.

(By Special Leased YiTre to ?Tew Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 17. The
discovery of seventy sticks of dyna,
mite under the railway bridge at
a San Mateo county suburb, is
being thoroughly investigated by
Southern Pacific detectives, assisted
by the police. Jeremiah Mullen, a
track foreman, was approached last
Monday night and handed over the
explosive with a story of finding it
under the bridge. The detectives
have found nothing to indicate how
the explosive got there.
Hired Professional
Dynamiter.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 17. Information concerning conditions at Detroit at the time the McXamaras first
employed a regularly paid dynamiter
to blow up "open shop" work was
sought by the federal grand jury in
its investigation on the dynamite conspiracy today.
Mrs. W. H. Haskin of Detroit, said
to have rented a room to Ortie
and James B. McXamara,
was questioned about the movements
of the men. Just before Mrs. Haskin
was examined, McManigal had told of
his being approached in Detroit in
June, 1009, by a man who afterwards
signed "Ping" to telegrams and who
arranged for his being paid to do dynamiting for J. J. McXamara.
Saloonkeeper Summoned.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 17. The
frst indication that the government
intended to extend the scope of
Uie dynamite investigation was shown
this afternoon when a subpoena was
issued for S. P. Meadows, business
agent of the District Council of the
National Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners Union. John Halfman, a
saloonkeeper, at whose place it is said
meetings were held at which certain
"jobs" in Indianapolis were discussed,
aiso was summoned.
Eas-ton-
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Senate.

In session

at

2 p. ni.

Lorimer inquiry adjourned
until tomorrow because of At- torney Hanecy's illness.
House.
Met at noon.

President Taft submitted a
message on government .econo- -

(By Special Leased Wire to Trew Mexican)

Absolute tran- in Havana today, in
reigned
Xjquility
X; spite of the shock of the announce- X'ment in the morning papers of a pos- Xjsible impending intervention by the
United States in Cuba affairs.
The meagre reports received from
the interior do not give any indications
o: trouble, but some tears are expressHavana.

ed in

Jan.

Havana that disturbances are

my.
likely to occur in the rural districts
Miscellaneous
bills on the
and more especially in the provinces
calendar considered.
j of the Oriente and
Pinar del Rio,
Investigation of International
when the trews becomes more generalX Harvester Company urged by
ly circulated. The newspapers conX witnesses before rules commit- fine themselves to the publication of
X tee.
the text of Secretary Knox's note and
X
Secretary Meyer before In- interviews on the subject with vari- X terstate Commerce Committee
ous officials.
con- X advocated
government
X st ruction of 22 supply vessels
X!
The meeting of the council of the
X for the Panama canal, through
X which the fleet would be sent
called last night, adjourned
at an
X regularly as a part of the drill
early hour this morning. No line of
X exercises.
policy was adopted at the meeting,
X
Civil
committee
service
the
which was sparsely
attended,
X heard advocates of old age penconservative section of the veterans
X sions for government employes.
being conspicuously absent.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Xo hour has yet been fixed for the
Awkward for the Republicans.
conference between President Gomez
AVashington, D. C, Jan. 17. The and the leaders of the political parDemocratic and Republican leaders in ties and the veterans.
It probably
the House of Representatives today will be held this afternoon.
agreed that there was little likelihood
At the opening of tne Board of
of Congress adjourning before August Trade
today, the prospect of interven-tionext. It was said that this probability
by the United States was regard
i.igely influenced the Democrats in ed generally with satisfaction espe
choosing Baltimore as the national cially among the Spanish element.
convention
city. The Republicans
No Tendency to Disorder.
will have a more awkward situation
Havana, Jan. 17. The conference
to deal with in holding their conven
of President Gomez with the leaders
tion in Chicago with Congress in sesof the political parties and the vetersion. The condition of Congress being
fixed for 9 o'clock toin session during national convention ans has been
from all parts of the
night.
Reports
1S92.
existed
since
not
has
periods
island show that there is not the
Lorimer Committee Delayed.
least tendency at disorder.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The
Lorimer committee met today and immediately adjourned its inquiry until
tomorrow because of indisposition of
Eibridge Hanccy, attorney for Mr.
Lorimer.
n
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 17. Three

17.

The Chamber of Commerce
was
well attended last evening, there be- thousand striking texliie workers and
over twenty-fivmembers pres-jen- t,
militiamen clashed today when the iing
and after the transaction of
former refused to change the line of
march of a parade and attempted to jiiiuch routine business the body went
into executive session for the purpose
force the soldiers' line The militia
of considering the matter of selectmen belabored their assailants with
ing a permanent secretary.
clubs, but no one was seriously hurt
Mr. Harris being the present secrealthough many were badly bruised
who has efficiently held the positary
and several women and children were
tion at no compensation
whatever,
trampled on.
and on reconsideration of his previous
Strikers Hurl Tin Cans.
announcement that, his health would
Lawnrence, Mass., Jan. 17. The par- him to act further in that caaaers mined uncus, stones, tm cans permit was chosen
pacity,
secretary at $75
and pieces of ice at the militiamen,
month until next
April, Mr.
and several soldiers were struck with per
Rawles withdrawing in Mr. Harris'
the missiles. After the crowd had favor
by formal request, on his part.
q iieted, the soldiers allowed the strikHarris read the minutes
Secretary
ers to pass into the mill district.
(.1 the previous
session.
Since the
l:u-- t
Many Return to Work.
meeting a communication from
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 17. Increas- i). C. Collier, relative to obtaining
ed numbers of mill operatives went a junket of eastern newspaper men
it work today in the security guaran- who will visit Santa Fe during the
teed by continued presence in the mill coming season,
was submitted
in
district of eight companies of the which he promised to bring them
state militia. TJiere were slight dis- here if such an excursion can be
turbances at two small mills, but no
mated.
actual clashes between the troops and
Mr. Croath, the
subliveryman,
the strikers.
mitted a schedule of livery rates for
:hort sight seeing trips, and the
route for seeing Santa Fe and its
MICHIGAN REPUBLICAN
STATE COMMITTEE. principal points of interests as it was
gone ever a few clays ago by SecrePoll of Presidential Preference to Be tary Harris and his temporary associate, Mr Rawles. The schedule is
Taken Before Session Begins
posted at the Bureau of Information,
Tomorrow.
The transactions of the previous
meeting included the placing of the
TBy Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Detroit, Mich., .Jan. 1.7. In advance secretary's bond at $1,000, also an
of this afternoon's meeting of the interesting report
from Territorial
Republican State Central committee, Engineer Miller on the recent good
it was intimated today that a serious roads meeting at Phoenix.
New members admitted by suspeneffort would be made to crystalize the
on the sion of rules and by acclamation durviews of the committeemen
Presidential nomination ing the past two meetings are: C. E.
Republican
F. Anand it was said an informal
poll Butts, Joseph B. Hayward,
might be taken. Special interest cen- drews, H. D. Monltnn, .1. R. Creata,
tered around the committee meeting Thomas Doran, John Pflueger and J.
because of Governor Osborn's recent I'.. Raynolds.
The secretary then made his report
suggestion that President Taft and
Senator IjaFollette should withdraw regarding collections and the finances
as candidates.
ot the Chamber of Commerce.
A communication from an eastern
tourist company regarding bringing
SON OF MINNEAPOLIS
anCAPTAIN HELD FOR TRIAL. people here was energetically
swered by the secretary, setting forth
Goulet Must Answer for Murder of the advantages of Santa Fe as a tourist point of interest.
Policeman Alexander Knapp
The secretary furnished several of
at Albuquerque.
the eastern papers with a story of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the inauguration with photographs of
Albuquerque, X. M., Jan. 17. Theo- the day's doings.
dore Goulet, son of Captain of Police
A communication from the National
Goulet, of Minneapolis, Minn., charg- Retail Grocers' Association of Chicaed with the murder of Alex. Knapp, an go revealed the fact that that body
Albuquerque policeman, was held to in conjunction with the New Mexico
bail. Retailers' Association
the grand jury today without
are after a
Knapp died seven days after Goulet man for obtaining money under false
Lad shot him with a small caliber pretenses.
automatic pistol while the officer was
F. J. Sawyer, of Buckman, wrote a
letter to the Chamber of Commerce
taking him to jail.
thanking President Cartwright, PostPOBERT BACON CONFIRMED AS
master Burke and others for their
MEMBER OF CORPORATION prompt work in restoring regular passenger service on the D. & R. G.
A. J. Abbott submitted a communi(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., Jan. 17. Robert Ba cation regarding the completion of the
con, who resigned as American am road to the Rito de los Frijoles whicu
bassador to France, was today con would only cost $100 and could be
firmed as a member of the Harvard done by San Ildefonso Indians.
corporation at a meeting of the board
Bills for painting and fixing the
oi overseers in this city.
Chamber of Commerce rooms and for
e
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i

con-su-

In Se9siol IJ?3l 4ugjet.
TWO BIG FIRES
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. "I ex
pect Congress to be in session until
August 1," said Speaker Champ Clark
today, "as I see no chance of com- Flames in Twenty-Tw- o
Story
Declares That Soldiers Have pleting
the important work before us
ir. time before the national convenKnickerbocker
Building
to
Themselves
Adjusted
tions. I have cancelled several speakCause Trouble
the Change
ing engagements so that I could remain here and assist in the work."
"If the tariff bills are not delayed
MEH005E SWEPT
WRITES LETTER TD
too long in the Senate," said Democratic Leader Underwood, "we may
bo able to get through in June, but
Personnelle of the Army Has it does not look very favorable now." Two Firemen Seriously Injured
Democrats Are Loafing.
and Loss Amounting to $ 1 25,-00Much Improved During Past
Leader Mann said: "It
Republican
Inflicted.
Ten Years.
looks as though we were stuck for a
are
The Democrats
leng session.
I Bv Special Leased TTlre to New Mexican I
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mex5an loafing in the House and as long a?
New York, N. Y., Jan. 17. A stubwe
17. Genera! they continue to procrastinate,
Chicago, 111., Jan.
on the ground floor of the
born
Frederick Dent Grant, who many shall not be able to enact much legis- twenty-secon-fire
story office building
lation."
times in official reports has recom
Trust
owned by the Knickerbocker
Would Cause Country to Sit Up
mended the restoration of the army
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. An ad- Company at Broadway and Exchange
canteen now is opposed to it. This verse report on the "Culberson reso- Place, gave the financial district some
information came today in a letter he lution to investigate money corJribu-Oon- s moments of trepidation early today.
to Influence tie elections of No The blaze was within a few hundred
wrote to a temperance paper of Evans- vember 4, 1904, and Nov. 3, 1908," was feet of the stock exchange, but was
the
Illinois.
General
Grant
says
ton,
indicated today by the Senate Commit- got under control before it could
personnel of the army has changed tee on contingent expenses. Senator spread beyond the building where it
greatly for the better in the last ten Culberson, however, iusis'ed th.u he started. The loss will not exceed X
X E. C ABBOTT MAY
have adjusted vruld press his proposition and thai $100,000.
years and soldiers
BE FEDERAL JUDGE.
X
Warehouse Fire.
lie had facts which wou.d intereo l:.e
themselves to the new conditions.
SENATOR CUMMINS WILL
New York, N. Y., Jan. 17 The seven-- X
country.
Adverse to Cummins Amendment.
ENTER PRESIDENTIAL RACE.
warehouse of the Terminal X President Taft May Hold Off
Until Next Week in MakCALL FOR FIRST
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The Storage Company, occupying a full X
on foreign rela- city block near the north river water X
ing Appointments.
Iowa Friends Declare That Conditions
Committee
Senate
STATE LEGISLATURE tions
at Present Are Auspicious for
today decided to report adverse front between 27th and 28th street, X
X Special to the New Mexican.
His Candidacy.
ly the Cummins amendment to the ar- and Containing merchandise valued at
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X
arbitrawas
more than $10,000,000
bitration treaties involving
swept by X
Whereas, by Section' 20 of
Des Moines, la., Jan. 17. Senator
the
are that
Indications
tion by France, and Great Britain of fire today. The fire was uiscovered a X
X
XXII
of
ConstituArticle
the
Albert B. Cummins will shortly anX names of the New Mexico apwas
other
"with
and
smaller
It
differences
after
few
minutes
midnight.
MexX
New
tion of the' State of
nounce himself as a candidate for the
countries.
not under control until C: 45 o'clock, X pointees for the federal judgeX ico, it is required that
the
X ship. United States marshall
Republican presidential nomination,
to
Wants
Know.
Hitchcock
when the loss was estimated at
of the State of New
States attorney
X and United
according to a report which was per- - X Governor
D. C Jan. 17. The
his
Washington,
Mexico,
upon
immediately
sistent among his friends here today.
X may not be sent to the Senate
to
Hitchcock
demanding
resolute
and
X
sucin
qualifying
Fire alarms sounded
entering upon
quick
The Senator is in Washington.
It
on acknow "what law, treaty or agreement" cession, summoned to the scene prac- X until next Wednesday
was stated that Senator Cummins had X the duties of his office, shall is- -the
count
of
X
violent
opposition
American
warrant
to
convenexisted
X sue his proclamation
sending
tically every available piece of fire X that has arisen. The regular
definitely made up his mind to enter X
troops into China provoked a lively fighting apparatus from all Manhating the legislature at the seat
the Republican contest, after considMexdiscussion in the Senate foreign rela- tan and this was reinforced by five X state organization of New
of government on a day to be
ering all phases of the situation. For X
X ico is pressing hard in Leir
and
not
than
tions
less
committee
finally
today
specified therein,
fire boats.
several weeks, it is said, Iowa friends
Secundino
X endorsements of
was referred to a
had urged the Senator to enter the X thirty nor more than sixty
"There was no loss of life, but two X Romero for IT. S. marshal and
House Isn't Interested.
race. No one could be found here to- X days after the date of said
firemen were seriously injured.
X Stephen B. Davis for United
X proclamation:
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The
day, who could verify the report that
X States attorney, but might be
William
did
in
Cuba
interventioii
Now,
therefore,
I,
threatened
the Senator would be a candidate.
X disposed to accept Edmund C.
BE
C. McDonald, Governor of the
WILL
ABDICATION
X
toin
House
the
rot stir much interest
Like Roosevelt, Has Nothing to Say.
X Abbott of Santa Fe for the fedON
FRIDAY.
X
DISCUSSED
of
New
State
Mexico, having
day.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17 Senator
X eral judge in place of William
"I feel confident," said Chairmau
Cummins today absolutely declined to X qualified and entered upon the
and Princes of Im- X IT. Pope, or some other stalof my office, do hereby
duties
V
CommitDowager
Affairs
Empress
Sulzer
of
the
Foreign
discuss reports that he was about to
X wart Republican against whom
convene the legislature of the
perial Clan will Decide Then
tee, "that the Cubans will be able to
announce himself as a candidate for
There
Whether to Retire.
of New Mexico in the
X
X there is no opposition.
settle their own affairs.' So far as I
the Republican nomination for Presi- X State
x is however, no indication of
Capitol building at the city of
can see there is no necessity at pres-dent.
X Santa Fe, the seat of govern-Special Leased Wire to New MexTcan) X charges against Davis, his apent for interference on the part of (By
"I have nothing to do with these rePeking, Jan. 17. Xo definite action X pointment merely awaiting acon the eleventh day of
ment,
S.
the U.
government."
was taken at the conference of the X tion on Romero and Pope.
ports," he said. "I have nothing to
March, A. D., 1912, at twelve
say in connection with them."
princes of the imperial clan with the
It o'clock noon.
Judge E. C. Abbott is expected
PRESIDENT TAFT SUFFERS
It is generallly expected, however, X
Dowager today. The discus X here in the course of the next
Empress
In testimony whereof I have
FROM
SEVERE
COLD.
sion of the subject of abdication was
among Mr. Cummins' friends in Wash- X hereunto set my hand and
few days.
postponed until Friday, owing to the X
ington that an announcement of his X caused the seal of the State of
It is understood that Judge
Is
Also
to
Confined
Hilles
Yuan
of
Premier
will
soon.
be
made
indisposition
Secretary
very
candidacy
slight
X New Mexico to be affixed, at
X Pope's name had been sent in
deHis
and
His
Assistant
Certain
of
the
Kai.
Home,
Shi
princes
St the city of Santa Fe, in the
X on Monday to the Senate, but
Is Also Sneezing.
clare that the abdication from the X
WILSON ACCEPTS IROQUOIS
It State of New Mexico, on this
that a member of the Judiciary
throne is pending.
CLUB LINCOLN DAY INVITE. X the 17th day of January, A. D.,
X Committee then asked Presi(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
X 1912.
X dent Ta't to withdraw the
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. There NASIR EL MULK IS
By Special Lease4 Wire to New Mexican)
william Mcdonald,
X name, and the President decidof
fWd
at
is
White
an
the
epidemic
111.,
17.
Jan.
Governor
Chicago,
X By the Governor:
DETERMINED TO STEP DOWN. X
ed to do so, temporarily, at
House. The Presid' ut was not entireWoodrow Wilson has accepted the in X ANTONIO LTJCERO,
vitation of the Iroquois Club to speak X
ly over his cold toi-tySecretary Hil- (By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican) X least. The fight is complicatSecretary of the State of
les was confined to his home and bed,
at a luncheon and reception at the X
Teheran, Jan. 17. Persistent re- X ed by the Prohibition and othNew Mexico.
and Assistant Secretary Allen was ports are current that the Xasir El X er issues.
club Lincoln's birthday on February X (SEAL)
X XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Mulk has determined to resign.
12, it was announced today.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX suffering from the wane complaint.
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the associate secretary's salary

for

ten days were approved.
Dean D. Clark, on request of th
on
service
committee
telephone
made a clear cut statement relative
to the work of the Mountain States
Company.
Telephone and Telegraph
The plan shows that that company
proposes to equalize rates, rather than
increase them. Some $10,000 will ba
expended at. once without a future
raise of rates, a new switch board installed and one more operator emResiployed at. the central office.
dence rates will be reduced 50 per
cent in some instances and next year
a new plant will be put in.
The proposition of a paper in an.
adjacent town to "write up" Santa Fa
to the tune of $200 per page was indefinitely laid on the table, for several reasons, among them being the
well known fact that several leading
papers and magazines of the country
are always glad to publish and' pay
for articles relative to this quairt
place, that has a heart interest and
a historical interest too great to
need "booming" at so much "per."
On motion, which was carried, a
list of all members of the Chamber of
will be posted at the
Commerce
Bureau of Information, and visitors
coming to Santa Fe and registering
at the Chamber of Commerce will
hpve their attention called to those
who are supporting the movement
and the list recommended to them for
their patronage.
PROHIBITIONISTS

WILL MEET
JULY 10 TO 12.

(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican?
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17 The tentatively selected dates of the National Convention of the Prohibition party at Atlantic City, are July 10, 11, and 12, acmade
cording to an announcement
from the National headquarters
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The Little Store
A

tiapy New Year To All !

GROCERY

DESPONDENT

DYSPEPTICS

have taken a new hope" after
testing the powers of the great
stomach remedy

Chronic cases of indigestion
have heretofore been hard to cure;
prescribed diets, health foods, the
conventional remedies.often fail to
afford relief ; the sufferer becomes
discouraged, despondent.
Now try a remedy acting on a
new principle; you need not adopt
a changed and rigorous diet, but
take, with your ordinary food, a
spoonful of Stomalix in water;
go cheerfully about your business;
the old stomach distresses will
begin to lessen; good cheer, ambition and vigor will return.
Ask Your Druggist.

ALL YOU

WESTERN

GREAT

lew

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 1912.

NEED IS

A

CftSCARET

Li

E

No Sick

TONIGHT

Headache, Bilious Stomach,
Tongue or Constipated
Bowels by Morning.

Coatd

Indemnity
Company Extends Opera-

German-America-

n

Turn the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness, the Indigestion, the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases
tions to New Mexico
turn them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
PRESIDENT HABRELL IS HERE
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
An
Afforded Loca liver clogged bowels or an upset stom-ach- .
"

Opportunity
People to Invest in
Stock Issue.

Don't put in another day of distress,
Let Cascaret3 cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and that
misery making gas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the decomposed waste
matter and poison in the intestines
and bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you oat by morning. They

iSiM

E. C. Ilarrell, president of the
Indemnity Company of
Denver, and W. H. Milburn, special
field representative, are visiting SanSouthern Cortjor Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No.
ta Fe for the purpose of investigatWE GIVE
REGISTER
TICKET8 WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
ing the possibilities of placing some
large loans in the state for the public.
The
Indemnity work while you sleep. A
box
Company is a Colorado corporation from any drug store means a clear
E. FOUGERA & CO.. Agents II. S NEW YORK
and has been writing health and acci- head and cheerfulness for months.
A SUC
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
dent insurance for the past seven Children love to take Cascarets beCESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
years. They have lately reorganized cause they taste good never gripe or
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
DETERRENT OF CRIME.
from a mutual company to a stock sicken.
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
company with a capitalization of
(By McLandburgh Wilson.)
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
and a surplus of $79,000.00, and ARRAIGNMENT OF SALOON
(Music for Prison Meals. Federal
have been admitted to the State
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.
they
EVIL
TERRIFIC.
Convicts at Atlanta to have Popular:
of New Mexico to do insurance busi
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Entertainment Each Day. News head ness. Their record of the
past year In Prayer at Funeral of Police AlexanWood-Davi- s
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, jarden & field seeds in bulk and packages ing.)
has been such as to warrant an inder Knapp, Rev. H. P. Williams
(From Judge.)
to
in
crease
stock
their
capital
Crime
at Door of Public.
The Cashier stood beside the safe
Phone 14.
Lays
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Pnone 14
with a surplus of $000,000.00,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17 In
And helped himself to bills;
W. H. Milburn, who was a journal- one of the most fervent
and
His getaway was neatly planned
prayers to
ist for thirty-fivyears but has been the Almighty ever heard in this city
Beyond the distant hills,
past Rev. Hermon P. Williams, pastor of
No thought of mother stayed his hand in the insurance business the
ten, expects to remain in New Mexico the Christian church yesterday afterNor dimmed his greedy
Music with your for some time in irder that he may noon at the funeral services of the
Phone Black
Phone Black We whispered,
further that project. There has been late Alexander Knapp, city policeman,
meals"
alotted to the state of New Mexico delivered a terrific arraignment of
He put temptation by.
-:- -:- -:- -:- GENERAL MERCHANDISE
$50,000.00 worth of stock which can the conditions in this city alleged to
be
be
most
with
for
death
Mr.
of
the
the
repreThe desperado on the track
placed only
responsible
We Start the NEW YEAR by Riven better values than ever,
sentative men of the state and the Knapp. In his supplication that the
Prepared to stop the train,
Ard in some lonely desert cave
company expects to make loans to the people of Albuquerque should awake
:
:
:
:
:.
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.
amount of $50,00.00 to $200,000.00 in to the enormity of their responsibiliTo hide his
gain.
the very near future. Their plan is ty for the death of this man and for
No thought of hardship or disgrace
OUR PRICES ARE MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
Availed his crime to check;
not to take any money from the state the second murder of recent occurin
rence
this city in a saloon brawl,
e murmured,
Music with your but rather to bring money into the
The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
meals"
state. This corporation is a western Mr. Williams laid the crimes ' chiefly
door
the
at
in
of
the
He ran away, by heck!
public,
westpalliating
and
built
fostered
company
by
Phone Black 6619
436 Canon Road
ern men for western people, and it is some degree the guilt of the "poor
in
who
the
The man with murder in his heart
surly prisoner"
county jail
certainly a proposition worthy of ir,
Beside a brother stood,
charged with the murder of Knapp.
thought and attention, for when it is
And planned to take the other's life realized that over $80,000,000 went out His ringing denunciation was directed
With brutal hardihood.
of the Rocky Mountain chain of states no less at the purveyors of intoxicatNo thought of Cain or penalty
WATCH FOR BIG AD
to New York, New Jersey, Hartford, ing liquor than at the city which acto the speaker makes these
Unnerved his hand that day;
Connecticut, and London, England, cording
crimes possible by accepting
We muttered, "Music with your last
its
insurance
year for
premiums and
of the revenues of the business
meals"
that only $3GO,000 came back to this share
as taxes.
He threw his gun away.
country in claims and dividends, it
Mr. Williams prayed that the peo:
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE .a i:
will evidently cause a great many to
become active in attempting to stop ple of Albuquerque might not be in
this steady flow of money through in- the role of "hired mourners" weeping
surance channels to the east. That is over the fate of one faithful public
servant and
the condiexactly the plan of this company. This tions which perpetuating
about
his death.
brought
Colorado corporation is backed and
Every Family Has Smallpox.
It was a prayer throughout that made
managed by some of Colorado's most every
Colonia, Dublin, Mexico, Jan. 17.
person in the audience sit up Delivered to your house. Patronize home
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
It is reported that every family in prominent men and its record in the and take notice.
industry.. Leave orders
Albuquerque Mornbeen
less
than phenothing
CO.'S
KAUNE
Journal.
&
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS San Jose has smallpox, except one. past has
STORE, PHONE 26.
There are quite a number of cases nomenal. They have complied with ing
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
in Stringtown and Nueva Casas Gran- the laws of the state requiring
ges. Dr. Gay has just left off visiting
to be dosited with the state
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
15 of his smallpox patients.
for the protection of the policy holder,
re ordering in car-loa- d
and it is safe to say that a policy
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
Palace.
in one of the western companies Is
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Saloonkeeper Killed.
The fire and police board of Denver just as safe as one in the eastern comFred A. Elliot, St. Louis.
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
N. McLean, Denver.
may end the existence today of the panies. This is due to the stringent
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and Arizona purchasers.
at insurance laws of most of the western
N. Freeman, City.
wineroom
Iris cafe, an
174S Curtis street, where John Satler, states. The Denver
D. F. Bradersell
St. Louis.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Post, in speaking
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
C AI
R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
a barkeeper, was shot to death dur- o his insurance company says: "The
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
a
J.
H.
S.
Patrolman
Louis.
n
fight.
ing
ComWilliams,
St
Indemnity
LEARNARD &
Established 1900
A. Schumacher, who held the weapon
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
is a Colorado casualty insurance
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
pany
LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico when it was discharged, as yet has
H. J. Ryan, Las Vegas.
with such achievements
corporation
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
not been held for the killing.
Frank Paisano, Laguna.
Inas absorbing the
Mr.
Leeds,
Laguna.
of
a
company
demnity Association,
Modern Residences for Rent.,
Passed Forged Check in Saloon.
Frank Stewaird, Clovis.
seven years continued success and by
Montezuma.
Complaint was filed in Justice E. B. opening the state of New Mexico,
McClintock's court at El Paso charg- and
W. R. Smythe, East Las Vegas.
raising $1100,000
103
Charles Smith, Alamosa,
a ing Albert Morris, alias Frank Hough-ly- , aK inbytheapproximately
short sp?ce of a few months,
H.
C. Hefner, Denver.
alias J. Thompson with forgery.
Ave.
this company in the ranks of
A. E. Streeter, Durango.
It is charged that he gave J. I. Broy-le- puts
of
insurance
the
leading
companies
a San Antonio street saloonkeepF. L. Schnabel, Albuquerque.
United States."
C. M. Bradford, St. Louis.
er, a check for $17.50, drawn on the
The officers recently elected for the
Rio Grande Valley bank and signed
J. Por.ter Jones, Albuquerque.
A B. Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Coggeshall, Den
Two checks for $1S ensuing year were E. C. Harrel of Deneach, one made out to Albert Morris ver, president and general manager; ver.
W. L. Radney, Roswell.
ard the other to Frank Houghly, and Stephen Patrick of Trinidad, vice presone for $16.50, drawn in favor of Ed- ident; S. M. Mitchell of Denver, treasG. B. Chapin, Buckman.
AND
G. A. Denio, Denver.
ward Bott, all bearing the signature urer, and William Nolan of Denver,
of A. B. Palmer, were recovered by secretary. Twelve directors from varRATON
John R. Gass, Albuquerque.
N; Hillburn, Denver.
Deputy Constable J. W. Brown, who ious western points were also elected.
YANKEE
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
says he picked them up as Morris
CERR1LLOS
Reaching Out to Japan.
John F. Armstrong, U. S. I. S.
dropped them when arrested.
333 HICKOX STREET,
Arthur F. Takamine, whose name is
Near Union Depot
Mrs. C. E. Veeder, Pasadena.
known to every Japanese in the Unit
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Miss Veeder, Pasadena.
PHONE, RED 100.
ed States, and who is a man of conseA LIBERAL OFFER
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Caliente.
Anthony
Joseph,
Ojo
quence and prominence in his fatherCoronado.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
i
has been investigating the casuW. D. Patterson, Espanola.
We Guarantee to Relieve Dyspepsia. land,
85
insurance companies of this counalty
Telephone
R.
J.
Telephone 85
Ortiz, Espanola.
If We Fail the Medicine
try for the purpose of investment.
Joaquin Garduno, Nambe.
Costs Nothing.
S. Ortiz, Nambe.
"The Japanese in this country, as
To unquestionably prove to the peoB. A. Encinas, Isador.
and dyspepsia well as in Japan," says Mr. Takamine,
ple that indigestion
Z. Rodriguez, Albuquerque.
can be permanently relieved and that "need health and accident insurance
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will bring just as do the American people. We
Petition for Divorce.
about this result, "we will furnish the have had a need of this kind of insurSuit for absolute divorce was enmedicine absolutely free if it fails to ance in my country, and I have been
tered at Albuquerque by Warren J.
give satisfaction to any one using It. studying this insurance question for
TO
The remarkable success of Rexall my people that I might secure the Saunders against Myrtle F. Thompson
abandonment and
Dyspepsia Tablets is due to the high class of nsiirance which I am satis- Saunders, alleging
The couple were married
desertion.
fied
that
the
and
need
need,
of
scientific
Japanese
skill
devisused
in
degree
on May 17, 1910, in Albuquerque.
i well as
to the badly. I am glad that my researches
ing their formula
SSVfi MfiflfiV and Inconven,ence by Purchasing Wells
have
me
led
cora
to
Colorado
choose
care exercised in their manufacture,
1,1UU7 Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
whereby the
properties of poration to fill niis great need of the
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
e
and Pepsin have Japanese people."
in
"I have not hurried in my direction,
been combined with Carminatives ana
but
other
I
a
most
have
rather
made
satis
agents.
and
all
Payable
Foreign
U. S., Canada, Mexico
and Pepsin factory investigation of the
Throughout
For Best Laundry Work
Countries
are constantly employed and recogIndemnity Company. Aside
nized by the entire medical profession from facts and figures, one of the
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
as invaluable in the treatment of in- most potential elements that has guid- BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ed me in my choice of casualty comRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
digestion and dyspepsia.
J
Jt
The Pepsin used in Rexall Dyspep- panies has been the management of
Ion Caspar Avenue
sia Tablets is carefully prepared so as the
Indemnity ComD.
O.
K.
Barber
at
Shop
to develop its greatest efficiency. Pep- pany. In my several talks with Mr. E. Agency
Mrs. P. O Brown, Agent.
sin supplies to the digestive apparathe president and general
tus one of the most important ele- manager of the company. I have been Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2
ments of the digestive fluid. Without convinced that he is a man of power
FOR
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
it the digestion and assimilation of ful insight into insurance pulse. Mr.
food are impossible.
The Carmina Harrell is a builder and a man whose
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Prom
tives possess properties which aid in knowledge of insurance matters
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Phone us, we will be glad to call (or
TAOS
BARRANCA
Successor to
relieving the disturbances and nain makes him one of the foremost judges
your laundry on Mondayi and Tuesj caused by undigested
La Salle Restaurant
food. This com- - of future insurance developments that
CO.
South .
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
bination of these ingredients makes a we have in America."
I have purchased the
Fridays.
CHAS.
Trains.
Bounds
QANN,
Morgan Livery Co., stock and
Prop.
invaluable
for
the complete
remedy
Mr. Takamine has made his headAll work it guaranteed; your socks
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
relief of indigestion and dyspepsia.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
are mended and buttons sewed en
quarters in Denver for fifteen years.
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
We are so certain of this that we He is a man of
the north bound train and arrives at
wealth and
extra
shirts
without
Below
Andrews
Two
F.
great
Store.
your
Doors
charge.
best service to the public and will keep the business
urge you to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tab
Mr.
influence in America.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Meals 25 cents.
line
lets on our own personal guarantee. Takamine holds property in Denver Regular
open at all times day and night, with first-clas- s
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Tn mil stiArtAP than inu Ah..
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
Three sires, 25 cents, 50 cents, and to the extent of $100,000.
at All Hours.
Short
Orders
way. Good covered- hacks and good
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
$1.00. Remember, you can obtain Rexv.w rouna trip. Teams
teams,
all Remedies only at our store The
Yours in Business
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
See the Young Men' Christian AsJ. R. CREATH.
furnished commercal men to take In
Rexal Store. The Fischer Drug Co., sociation in action at Silver Bay, N. French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn.
UO San Francisco St.
Phone Main 139.
Santa Fe. N. M.
Try a New Mexican want ad. It the surrounding towns. Wire
232 San Francisco St.
Y. It's at the Elks tonight.
New York Chop Suey 60c. brings results.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

German--

American"

German-America-

n

JUL

fl

$100,-000.0-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

$300,-000.0- 0

e

45

LEO HERSCH

FRANK F. GORMLEY

45

SPECIAL SALE

ill-g-

at

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

You are requested to call and see and

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

at

$100,-000.0- 0

Hotel Arrivals.

COMPANY

rUIl JiilXp
FftR

free-for-a-

German-America-

'

German-America-

n

F. M. JONES.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWMN QUI

" The

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

oal

Quality Coal."

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened

Palace

Wood

Lump

mrsK

Wells Fargo

& Co.

Express

LIVERY, STABLE

General Express Forwarders
All

Fifte Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Parts of The World

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

well-know- n

Bismuth-Subuitrat-

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

Imperial Laundry

e

German-America-

n

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything
the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

j

J.

BARNES, Agent.

German-America-

CHAS. CLOSSON

WOODY'S HACK LINE

THE STAR BARN,

TO

MORGAN LIVERY

-

rHU SA3VA T

JANUARY 17, 1912.

WEDNESDAY,

REST MADE

TAFT ADVOCATES

There Will be Less Sleeplessness
When Santa Fe People Learn

I

This.

Can't rest at night with a bad back.
A lame, a weak or an aching one.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad

backs.
Are for other kidney ills.
They are endorsed by Santa Fe
people.
Locario Lopez. Agaa Fria St.. Santa Fe, N. Mex., Says: "I have had no
severe return attack of kidney trouble
since using Doan's Kidney Pills several years ago. Now and then I have
suffered from backache, but at such
times Doan's Kidney Pills have given
prompt relief. For a long time I was
made miserable by attacks of kidney
complaint and my back was often so
lame and painful that I could scarcely
lo anything.
I did not sleep well
and no matter whether I. was lying
down or standing up, the trouble was
present. The kidney secretion annoyed me both day and night by their irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After
several remedies had failed to help
me, I used Doan's Kidney Pills and
they lived up to all the claims made
I never hesitate to say a
for them.
good word for Doan's Kidney Pills
when the opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
New York, sole agents for the United

States.

the name Doan's

Remember

not, in its anxiety to reduce expenditures, economize by cutting off :n appropriation which is likely to offer
greater oportunities for real economy;
in the future, than any other estima-- :

EAST.

and

take no other.

TIME J TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time table
of the local railroads:
. F. Ry."
MA. T. &
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

12.10

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe G p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at

E ECONOMY In'

$2,000,000

He Would Place All Admin-istrativ- e
Officers Under
Civil Service
THE TERM TO

EE

LIFE

FOR

Favors Greater Publicity and
Asks $50,000 Appropriation
for Printing-

(By Special LaseI Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, Jan. 17. How tho people of the United States may have
saved for them millions of dollars
annually in the operation of their
governmental machinery was
by President Taft today in a
on "economy
message to Congress
and efficiency in the govem'nent service."
"What the government does wilh
nearly $1,000,000,000 each year," said
the President, "is as of much concern
to the average person as is the man-re- r
of obtaining this amount of money
for the public use."
All Under Civil Service.
Probably the most radical proposal
advanced by the President in today's
ii:essage was that all administrative
officers of the government in the departments at Washington and in the
field be put under the civil service;
be removed from the influence of politics and that their terms of office
be not limited as at present to four
Such officers should not be
years.
appointed by the Piesident with the
he
necessary Senate confirmation,
"The extensaid, but upon merit.
sion of the merit system to these
officers and a needed readjustment of
salaries," said he, "will have important effects in securing greater ecoThe view that
nomy and efficiency.
these various offices are to be filled
as a result of political consideration
has for its consequence the necessity
that the President and members of
Congress devote to matters of patronage time which they should devote
to questions of policy and adminisout-libe- d

S:35 p. m.
ijeftve Santa F at 8:50 p. m. to cod tration."
Might Save Millions.
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
The President did not attempt to
westbound.
in detail the work of the
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 explain
commission
and efficiency
economy
p. m.
created by act of Congress a year and
Passengers for the Belen cut-of-f
the outlines
and Pecos Valley points should now a half ago. He sketched
he said could
that
of
improvements
7:20
of
leave at 3:20 p. m. instead
de1)9 made in government service;
as heretoiors. Connection leaves Alwould effect a savclared
that
they
t 7:55 p. m. instead of
buquerque
ing of many millions of dollars and
2:20 a. m.
the
asked that Congress continue
D. & ft. Q. Ky.
commission by granting an appropriaLeaves 10:05 a. m. or nortn.
for
with $50,000
tion of $200,000
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
printing its reports. From time to
New exVoo central Ry.
time, he added, reports of the comLeave 12:45 p. m., connects with No. mission proposing particular reforms
2 east and 1 south and west.
would be sent to Congress.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
Economy and Efficiency.
from No. 3 east.
"I ask," sjiid the President, "the
continuance of this commission on
of
Have you furnihec Hooms to Ret? Economy and Efficiency because
has
A little campaign Want advertising the excellent beginning which
In the New Mexican will keep the in- been made towards the reorganizacome from your furnished rooms from tion of the machinery of this governlapsing. The classified columns are ment on business principles. I ask
lways looked up closely and it will it because its work is entirely nonpay you well to use them.
partisan in character and ought to
apply to every citizen who wishes to
to popular govPER- give effectiveness
APPLICATIONS FOR GRAZING
'
ernment in which we feel a just pride.
MITS.
will
Notice Is hereby Riven that nil applications I sincerely hope that Congress

for permits to graze cattle-horses- ,
sheep and
goats within the Peeos National B'orest. during
14 DAYS.
the seasop of H)t2 must be liled in my office at PILES CURED IN 6 TO
'Santa E'e, New Mexico, on or before March
Your druggist will refund money if
Full information in reirarri to the
1, liH2.
to cure any
grazing fees to be charged and blank forms to PAZO OINTMENT fails
or
be used in Making applications will be furnish- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
ed upon request. THOS. H. STEWAKT.
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
Supervisor.

KBSSBB

1

ESSE

Rub bar Stamps,
FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REHfiMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

WHEN

YOU

PRICE LIST.

. .. 15c
inches Icrng
Stamp, not over 2
10c
Eachadditional line on stamp
. 20c
2
e
not
3
over
and
over
inches
long.
5tanp,
15c
Each additional line on stamp
One-li..
25c
5
over
not
over
3
inches
and
stamp,
long..
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
e
5
over
inch
inches
lfc
long per
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Hues).
25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
Inch in size, we charge for one line for each
over
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

-2

1- -2

One-lin-

1- -2

1- -2
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Through the introduction of labor
saving machinery; through the elim
ination of unnecessary copy work, by
cutting down needless expense in the
distribution of public documents and
in many other ways could millions
be saved each year.
The President
urged the adoption of the "budget
system" which would bring before
Congress, the press and the people of
the country, not only the proposed
expenditures of the government, but
its revenue.
"The United States is
the only great nation whose govern
ment is operated without a budget,"
he said.
Later, the President dec
lared, he intended to send to Congress
a plan for the (retirement of Civil

Moved to Remodeled Building
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DEFERMENT OF ARGENTINE
SHIPMENTS HELP BULLS.
Surplus of Wheat in United
States is Only 89,000,000 Bushels
at This Time.

(By Special I,ease(t Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17. Deferment of

shipments from the Argentine had a
bullish effect today on the price of
wheat. Interest was taken In figures
showing that the exportable surplus
of the United States was 89,000,000
bushels as compared with 141,000,000
a year ago. Opening quotations were
to
higher. May started at
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POWDER
Is tlte housewife's
best friend, lightening her burdens as
Avell as the food.
Wherever K C is used
you will find healthy,
happy families and a con
tented housewife. Com
plies with all pure food laws,
both State and National.

:

are now ready to take !VA (c
fQf
care of your wants llVC U5 d tall

Vp
"J
Iv C Baking Powder works
like magic. Recipes formerly
considered difficult to bake
now come out of the oven
light, dainty and deli
cious. It fairly makes
you hungry to look at
them.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

NEXT TO NEW

:

NOTE OUR PRICES
and come to see

TWITCHELL. HEAD OF
GOOD

ROADS

to the Gulf of .Mexico.
In conjunction with the state meeting a convention of cnniniiiteomen
:sud vice presidents of ihu new Santa
jl'e Trail Association, which aims to
incorporate the historic trade route in
ja coast to coast highway, and a con-- i
ference of the Gulf to Winnipeg road
.promoters formed the program.
The vice presidents of the five divisions of the Santa Fe Trail organization named to attend the meeting
were: U. E. Twitchel, East Las Vegas, Xew Mexico division: It. H.
Pueblo, Colorado, division; E.
E. Frizell, Earned, Western Kansas
division; O. M. Wilhite,
Emporia,
Eastern Kansas division; Walter Williams, Columbia, Missouri, division.

MOVEMENT.

Important Convention of
ganizations Interested
Fe Trail.

Three Orin Santa

Special Loa'd Wire ro Now Mexican)
Emporia, Kansa.5, Jan. 17. Three
organizations of good roads enthusiasts met here today in what is expected to prove one of the largest
meetings in the interest of American
highways ever held in the middle west.
The ultimate aims of the delegates
include improved national roads crossing the United States from coast to
coast, and from Winnipeg, .Manitoba,
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THERE SS WHERE
YOUR FEET RESTS
WHEN YOU BUY OUR
CUSHION SOLE SHOES
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Walk as Much as You Please
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RALPH E. TWITCHELL.
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higher at 49
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CUSHION SOLE SHOE

so ago completed an oxide plant at
Cutter at a cost of some- $130,000 and
has large deposits of the mineral a
few miles from Cutter in the Cahallo
mining district.

I

-

STAY ON YOUR
FEET ALL DAY
and still be comfort-abl- e

KIDNAPED BY GYPSIES
THIRTY YEARS AGO.
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RECEIVER FOR VANADIUM
MINES COMPANY.

Manager W. A. Bonitz is Named Reorganization is Very Likely to
Follow Litigation.
The district court for Sierra county has appointed W. A. Bonitz, manager for the Vanadium Mines Company
with its mines and plant in, that county, as receiver for the concern. This action it is said is taken to preserve
the status quo of the company pendThis reorganiing a reorganization.
zation by which it is stated all
will be paid in full, will occur
in the near future.
The Vanadium
Service employees on pensions which Mines
Company, backed by Pittsburg
will safeguard the government inter- men and with reduction
plant and
est and yet provide for their old age.
general offices in that city a year or

c

i'1"f

'

-
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$130,000.

To date, the President said, the
commission has cost the people about
$130,000.
Without having put in ef-- j
feet more than a few reforms it has
changes that will save
$2,000,000 a year.
"These," said the
President, "represent only a few of
the many services which should be
to like painstaking insubjected
If this is done, it is beyond
quiry.
question that many millions of savings may be realized." The value of
such investigation in iiicreast'd
interest which the officers of the government will take in their own departments; their work and that of
their subordinates, he said, could
hardly be estimated.
Initial Work Well Done.
"The initial work," said President
The inTaft, "has been well done.
quiry with its constructive measures
is well under way.
The work should
now he presented with vigor and receive the financial support necessary
make it effective during the next,
fiscal year.
Every economy which
has been or will be effected through
changes in organization or method
will inure to the benefit of Wo. government and of the people in increasing measure through the years which
I am convinced that results
follow.
which are really worth while cannot
he secured, or at leat, can lie secured
only in part, through the prosecution
at irregular intervals of special inquiries bearing on particular services or features of administrations.
The benefits thus obtained must be
but temporary. The problem of good
administration is not one that can be
solved at one time. It is a continuously present one."
In many ways the President
informed Congress, a decrease ;a the'
cost of government might be assured.
There is need, he said, of reorganization of the government departments,
a consolidation and a weeding out. of
bureaus that overlap in their work;
scores of "local offices" throughout
the country should be abolished and
hundreds of political appointees who
do but little work should be taken off
the pay roll and there should be an
improvement in the personnel of the
government employes through the
of the Civil Service
in
practically every field; business methods should be employed by Uncle Sam
just as big corporations use them,
i.
modern system of accounting
and
reporting should be adopted and last
of all the Economy Commission .should
be continued in its work.
The Treasury Department, Mr. Taft
showed, looked after the Nation's
finances and the life saving service.
The Commission, he said had recommended the abolition of the Revenue
Cutter Service, which would mean a
saving of $1,000 000 a year.
Doing Work Worth While.
"The greatest economy
and efficiency and the benefits which may accrue from the President's devoting
his time to the work which is most
worth while," said
the President,
"may be assured only by treating all
the distinctly administrative officers
in the department at Washington and
in the field in the same way as inferior officers have been treated. The
time has come when all these officers
should be placed in the classified
service.
The time has also come
when those provisions C tw which
re to these officers
fixed term ot
years should be repealed. &o long as
fixed terms of years is provided by
law the question of reappointment of
an officer, no matter how efficiently
h
his duties,
may have performed
will inevitably be raised periodically.
Sc long as appointments to these officers must be confirmed by the Senate, and so long as appointments to
them must be made every four years,
just so long will it be impossible to
who
provide a force of employees
are qualified by reason of education
and training to do the best work."
$12,000,000 for Travel.
Giving examples of excessivo government expenditures along certain
lines, the President told Congress'
that in one department it cost $5.S4
per thousand to handle incoming mail
and in another department $84.40 per
thousand.
For handling outgoing
ms.il one department expended $5.94
per thousand, another $69.89. Either
cue department paid too much or the
other not enough, he said. In travel
aione the government expends about
$12,000,000 a year. Definite tests, he
pointed out, have shown that a sav
ing in this item alone of a little over
half of one cent a mile probably could
be effected.
Budget System.
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Kinsmen of Henry Martin Gage Are
Looking for Boy Who Disappeared From Michigan.
(By Special leased Win- - lo New Mexican)
Dalhart, Texas, Jan. 17. Renewal
of attempts to find Henry Martin
Cage, who was kidnaped by gypsies
from his home in Holland, Mich., in
Ten
1S71, was begun here today.
years ago, a gypsy on her death bed
cenfessed to the kidnaping of young
Gage and his identity was revealed
to him. Immediately afterward, he
tried to find his kinsfolk but apparently without success: Then he drop-I-cout of sight. He had advertised
in Omaha papers asking information
about his relatives, but it is said he
of
received no response. Kinsmen
Gage took up the search for him today.
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At the
prayer meeting service tonight at the
First Presbyterian church instead of
the usual subject of the Sunday school
lesson being treated, the theme:
"What debt or debts are owed by this
church to this community and how
are they to be paid?" will be treated,
Everyone is cordially invited.
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
Here is a presidential message to
A Presbyterian minister and college
which the common geezer brings some
president was arrested today charged interest and
understanding!
stenof
his
with causing the death
girl
in counseling greater economy
a
opcriminal
and at the same time greater efficienographer by performing
eration on her because he was respon- cy in the federal service, strikes at
the root of bureaucracy and political
sible for her condition.
If Congress ireally has the
A Baptist minister at Boston is un- grafting.
der sentence of death because he mur- welfare of the nation at heart, and is
not merely playing politics, it will aid
dered his sweetheart.
Metho- the President in carrying his recomThe son of a straight-lacedist family was executed not so long mendations into effect. Any private
business, whose manager would bring
ago for murdering hi" wife.
to the attention of the directors such
ot
a
A sociologist wv
study
jade
incw York, de- glaring waste of money and such
the nether-worof
as
causes
well
as
costly
equalities
clared that three .ths of the fallen
women in that great city come from inefficiency, would not only be given
carte
families where father or mother were a raise in salary but also
to put into effect those
blanche
chilto
their
so Purltankal as
deny
he recommends to over
dren all recreation, all natural joys, come that evils of
the
extravagance and
where the young folks learned to hate int
fficiency.
beschool,
religion,
church, Sunday
Taft's desire that all administracause they connected these with the
ideas of restraint, gloom, compulsory tive employes be placed under civil
service and hold office not for a limattendance at prosy assemblies.
ited term but during good benavior,
most
sees
the
at
one
times,
Again,
considers
beautiful characters go forth from the is quite natural. When one
the trouble that the appointments in
slums; one sees men who come from New Mexico alone have
given him,
drunkard's families attain a high mor- one wonders that he has time
and ear
in'
success
the
and
al plane
great
New Mexico
for
other
any
activity,
women
world; one reads of men and
n
states,
only one of
who indulge in those things that the being
and having only one
old theologians refarred to as the of the
people of the United States.
flesh and the devil, who yet perform
The President favors greater publicthe most glorious deeds of
ity as a cure and as an aid for a bet
for humanity's sake.
ter understanding of governmental!
One meets men who are gamblers, administration, and at the same time
but who were brought up in families tliat he is preaching economy, does
in which cards are taboo; one meets not hesitate to advocate the expenditdrunkards, the sons or daughters of ure of $50,000 for printing a report
men and women who forbid every of the Economy and Efficiency Comdrop of liquor in the house, and who mission, which found such glaring
as one government departare leaders at Prohibition meetings;
one knows of immcul men and wom- ment spending $5.84 per thousand to
en who came forth from homes of pur- handle incoming mail, and another
Attention is
ity and Puritanism, just as one reads $S4.40 per thousand.
that twelve
to
the
fact
called
also
and
minister
a
of
today
Presbyterian
are spent for
college president or of a Baptist min- million dollars a year
ister committing the most revolting the travel of federal officers, when in
and cowardly crimes in the calendar. this day of fast mails and telegraphs,
All this seems to indicate that there one half of that could be saved and
was something tangible in the old the- the work done just as effectively.
President Taft favors the Budget
ological conception of original sin, of
Santa Fe's mayor, in a
men and women being unable to save System.
themselves through their own efforts, small way, in Santa Fe, has introor through their training, on their sur- duced that system and it works well.
to
roundings. The worldly conception of The Inauguration Committee, just
home,
this is that the same primeval pas- give an example of it near atfinancial
sions animate all humankind, have an- did its work under such a
has a
imated them from the beginning and system and as a consequence, There
a
deficit.
of
instead
surplus
will continue to animate them, that
recommendations in today's
these traits were planted in human are other
of serious considermessage
worthy
that
a
and
for
certain
purpose,
beings
same time, it is pointed
At
the
ation.
all
all preaching and ell training and
that reforms in so great a busirestraint are but ineffectual weapons out,
ness
enterprise as that which Uncle
to keep those passions within cerSam is carrying on, should not be a
the
unless
tain prescribed channels,
matter of a
policy, but of
will is strengthened at the same time. careful
of cost systems and instudy
There is no more potent method of
vestigations of means and methods.
weakening the will power of the indi- The message is one that will appeal
vidual than to coddle him; than to to the people with
much
greater
keep away from him knowledge and force than theorizing on the tariff or
comthe sight or even the temptation of muckraking by Congressional
evil.
mittees.
No man and no woman is strong
unless either has resisted strong
RED TAPE AND EFFICIENCY.
temptation, has trained the will to
In the Chicago letter, on another
the resisting point, has the power of page, the New Mexican shows just
all self control. The mollycoddle, the what President Taft means by pleadweakling, who is negatively virtuous ing for a business administration of
because has has been sheltered, be- public affairs in the government. Colcause he has never felt temptation, be- onel Gorgas, who is in charge at Panacause he lacks the vitality which gives ma, had been elected to an honorary
strength, but also gives desire and position in the state. A cablegram
passion; is apt to become like that was sent him notifying him of this
aged Presbyterian minister and col- fact and the matter should have endlege president, who is said to have ed there with his acceptance or hU
murdered his young sweetheart in his declination. Instead, the red tape of
old age, or the Baptist minister who the government was set in motion and
in his youth poisoned his betrothed seven letters and official documents
because he had found a new carnal pas?Jng through as many bureaus,
were written or endorsed until long
love.
nature after Gorgas had his cablegram, they
These are facts in human
that should make people very charita- finally reached him and he could acble in their judgment of the life of cept with thanks. An army of clerks
others. This should not abate one and bureau chiefs, especially in the
whit the effort of good men and good War Department, seems to be kept
women to suppress evil, to remove on the salary roll by Just such nontradition
temptation out of the pathway of the sense and in order that ofthe
mill
al red tape and ettiquet
things
even
cause
should
also
but
it
weak;
same stand
at
the
be
maintained
ta'ry
those who believe themselves proof
ard as it was in times medieval. The
against temptation to search them- tax
payer pays the bill, the clerks
selves, to make sure that putting evhLve their jobs, and the Army and
t
straight-jackein
and
a
boy
ery girl
a large part of the govern
in order to keep them from pleasures Navy and
mental
besides, are clogg
machinery
that in themselves are innocent, will ed
by clinging to musty precedents in
produce the strong men and the stead of
adopting modern business
strong women, who are virtuous be. methods and civil service reform in
cause they will it, or men and women
branch of the public service
of. the type of the aged Presbyterian every
even in the administration
Perhaps,
minister or the young glergyman, who of the new state government, consid
even committed murder so that they erable economy could be effected by
might indulge in their fleshly desires. getting away from some of the old pre
It is here where every good influence, cedents and red tape and running the
every good life, every good agency new state as a businessman would a
should redouble efforts to make this department store or a live manager a
world a clean, a good, a virtuous, a large printing plant.
happy place in which to live, where
school and church owe a duty to the
The Albuquerque Journal, editori
community which if intelligently per
draws a lesson from the two
ally,
formed, will make them the power for
murders that occurred in one week
good that they should be, but if fanatthis year in the Duke City, both
ically enforced, without real knowl- committed
by drunken men in the so- hu
conditions
of
and
real
real
edge
called
district. It takes les
red
light
man nature, will cause them to be
sons of that kind to convince even a
stumbling blocks.
defender of the wide-ope- n
municipal
policy, that the existence of a red
The wide open city administration light district and a lack of restraint
of El Paso has put on the lid, for the or regulation, are bound to breed
time being at least, and gambling. crime, doing barm to a town far be
and transgression of the law in the yend the worth of the incidental rev
red light district, has ceased, all be- enue that Hows into business chan
cause a newspaper editor had the nels Irom such sources.
ntrve to voice a protest. Crime and
wrongdoers fear publicity more than
Try a New Mexican want ad. it
they do the law and the penitentiary. brings results.
DESIRE AND THE WILL.
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W. D. McFARLAND
REITERATES HIS INNOCENCE.

REV.

TARIFF AND ECONOMY
ARE THE TWO ISSUES.

Traded Direct From Refrigerator Cars Governor Judson Harmon Has Same Aged Presbyterian Minister and
ucator Confined in Tennessee
in 3,200 Towns and Villages of
Ideas as Taft as to Greatest
Jail.
of United States.
Needs of the Day.

r.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Greenville, Tenn., Jan. 17. Reitertional issues, according to Governor ating declarations of his innocence in
Judson Harmon, of Ohio, are "stick- connection with the death of his for
ing up like a sore thumb." One is the mer secretary, Elsie Coe, Reverend
tariff question, and the other retrenchment. The Ohio executive arrived W. D. McFarland, in jail here, today!
declined to talk with persons who athere today to attend the
Demo
of
tempted to Teach him on the long disnorthwestern
meeting
crats tonight at which it is believed tance telephone from Pittsburg. "I
presidential possibilities will be dis am not guilty that is all I will say",
cussed. Charles C. Heffner, of Seat- declared Dr. McFarland.
tle, western campaign manager for
Governor Woodrow Wilson of New MISS LULU GLASER
GIVEN DIVORCE TODAY.
Jersey, is here.

Shelter

FIRST

Seize French Mail Steamer Carthage
on High Seas and Now There
is Serious Trouble.

Terror and Sought

Officers and Crew

Surrender.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 17. There

was a panic here at midnight owing
to an insurrection on board the cruis
er Bolivar whose officers and men
have transferred their allegiance to
the Quito government, deserting the
provisional government of General
Montero. The Bolivar fired shells in
the direction of the gunboat Tarqui
as she was returning from the seaport of Duran with a detachment of
troops to this city.
The inhabitants fled panic stricken
to shelter. Artillery posted in the
northern part of the city is trained on
the cruiser Bolivar, and it is feared
they may open fire at any moment.
The news of the dispatch of four
United States warships is welcomed
here. The cruiser Bolivar surrendered today to the provisional government.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17. Mrs. Ralph
C. Herse, known on the stage as Miss
was given a decree oi
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) I.ulu Glaser,
Paris, Jan. 17. The French gov- divorce today by Judge McDonald in
ernment has informed the Italian gov- the superior court some weeks ago,
ernment that France reserves all her Kiss Glaser told the court that het
rights in reference to the seizure on husband had beaten and choked her
the high seas of the French
mail a number of times.
steamer Carthage by Italian torpedo
boat destroyers. The facts of seizure
Success at Sea.
ot the Carthage have been submitted
A youthful Canadian,
who is posleadto
the
French
the
by
government
sessed of the romantic idea of "going authorities on jurisprudence and ing to sea," is meeting with much
international law.
parental opposition.
' "The sailor never amounts to anyEARLY SETTLEMENT OF
thing, my boy," urged his prosaic faENGLISH COAL STRIKE. ther. "He works hard, has few holidays and never achieves great sucSeries of Meetings at Birmingham, cess."
"That's where you're mistaken," exWhich Will Keep 900,000
claimed' Young Canada, triumphantMen at Work.
He startly. "Look at King George!
(By Special Leased Tvire to New Mexican) ed out as a sailor, and now he's got
London, ajn. 17. As a result ot a to be the head of the empire."
series of meetings between the coal Kingston Whip.
owners and miners held at Birmingbetween the
ham, their differences
HAD A SWEET TOOTH.
which are
employers and workers,
connected
With
settlementthe
mainly
of a fixed minimum wage, have been
narrowed down particularly as regards the English coal fields and an
early settlement may now be looked
for. The dispute affects about
men.
900,-00-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

j

Her Husband Had "Choked Her and
Beaten Her a Number of Times
She Declared.

rALIAN TORPEDO BOAT
DESTROYERS MAKE MISTAKE

0

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for, its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world tn as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products.' The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

R.

J.

J.

PALEN, President.

B. READ,

'REMAIN ON THE SOIL"
ADOPTED BY NEGROES.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17. Unless the
Anson go
plans of Adrian ("Cap")
awry, the veteran first baseman will
be seen in action again in some of the
larger cities of the South next spring,
Furthermore, if the captain shows,
the form that he expects to display,
he hopes to be offered a position as a
pinch hitter by one ') the big league
teams.
Anson hopes to accompany the Chicago Nationals south on their spring
trip, and in exhibition games to play
first base for the opponents of the
Chicago club.

Cashier.
Assistant

Cashier.

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

o

How About That Fire Insurance?
:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS.

:

:

THE PALACE
THE MONTEZUMA

Will Get Into Action in South This Convention at
Alabama,
Tuskegee,
Spring, and Expects Offer
Shows Wealth Contributed
from Big League.
By Colored People.

ng

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

AND

CAP" ANSON WANTS
TO GET BACK IN GAME.

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

"

INSURRECTION ON CRUISER
BOLIVAR CAUSED PANIC.
in

t

By Special teased TTiw to Mew Mexican)
Fargo, N. Dak., Jan. 17. Two Na-

(By Sptcial Leased Wire to Npw Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17. Reading of
lists of car routes . containing 3,200
towns in which Morris & Co., sold
meat directly from the car to retailers
occupied much time at the Packers'
trial today.
Harry A. Timmons, chief accountant for Morris & Co., read the list of
car routes and explained that they
were used to distribute fresh meat in
towns where the demand was insufficient to maintain an agent or branch
house.
To some of these points daily shipments were made and a carload of
f resli. meat divided among half a dozen small towns. To other points tri
weekly and weekly shipments were
made.
The witness said that in each of
these 3,200 towns, iJorris & Co. was
brought into active competition with
local butchers and were obliged to undersell the local butchers.

Inhabitants Fled

Ed-- J

Santa Fe,

The only

New Mexico.

GOOD HOTELS

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

-

HOTELS

Under the Same Management.

Now

Rooms

in the Capital City of New Mexico.

.By Special Lensed Wire to New Mexican)
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled,
Tuskegee, Ala., Jan. 17. Tuskegee's
- rtrvrsAN.1
annual negro convention here today
i
c
i
i
Ldigc aawpic auuiiis.
adopted the slogan: "Remain on the
so;i.
Booker T. Washington presided over the conference which was attended by white planters and business
men.
The Saleslady (applicant for posi
Negro farmers contributed half a
I'll take the place in the candy
billion dollars worth of produce to tion)
department.
&
the wealth of the South last year, ac
Manager of Department Store
cording to figures shown at the con- But it pays a dollar
less than the poHot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
Furnished rooms invconneCtion.
ference.
,
sition in the ribbon department.
G. LIFE HERRERA, Prop
The Saleslady I know, but it's 222 San Francisco Street
::
::
CREDIT MAN GIVES PECULIAR
'
"worth the difference.
CURE FOR DEPRESSION

n..

runtnuo.

uuinn, nwpnciui

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

COMPROMISE TO END
COSTLY INDUSTRIAL WAR. Advises Western Retail Dealers That
Roosevelt and Hadley Should
and
Be Elected.
Proposals Made to Employers
Workers at Cotton Trade Conference at Manchester.
(By Special Leased Wrre to New Mexican
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 17. Before
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Manchester, Eng., Jan. 17. The the Western Retail Implement Dealproposals made to the employers and ers' Association in convention here,
workers at the cotton trade confer- H. G. Moore of Kansas City, a direc
ence by Sir George Askwith, repre- tor of the National Association
of
senting the Board of Trade, appear Credit Men, talked of business condi
likely to put an end to the industrial tions today.
war which has been so costly to both
He advocated the election of Roose
sides.
velt and Hadley for President and
Neither side, under the terms of Vice President of the United States
the proposals, shall be entitled to as the cure for all existing business
take action on the question of the depression.
which
employment of
shall involve the stoppage of the ma- BERT H. FRANKLIN
chinery of the mills without giving
PLEADS NOT GUILTY
six months written notice.
Should the provisional
settlement Former McNamara Detective Accused
te agreed tc, the mills will reopen on
of Jury Bribery Will Be Tried
January 22. The proposals were all
Next Month.
to
committees.
read
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 17. Setting
BERT H. CONNERS
ASSAULTED TWO WOMEN. at rest all rumors that he would
throw himself on the mercy of the
Alleged Labor Leader and Dynamite court, Bert H. Franklin, the former
McNamara detective, accused of jury
Conspirator Has Evidently
a Bad Record.
bribery, pleaded not guilty today to
the two charges filed against him. His
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) trial was- set for February 27. FrankLos Angeles, Calif., Jan. 17. The lin is still under subpoena before the
state rested today in the trial of Bert county grand jury, which is scheduled
K. Conners, alleged dynamite conspir- to resume tomorrow the investigation
ator, and the defense immediately be- of the alleged bribery.
gan to try to impeach the testimony
B. SNEAD INDICTED
of Joseph B. Bishop, a county detecFOR MURDER OF BOYCE.
tive who had given damaging evidence
against the defendant and his alleged
accomplices, A. B. Maple, and Ira Ben- Indicted Man's Wife, a New Mexico
Woman, Had Eloped With
der, charged with having attempted to
Son of Victim.
destroy the county Hall of Records.
Bishop admitted that he had been
in jail not long ago on the charge of (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Fort Worth, Texas, Jan. VI. J. B.
old women, and
having assaulted
that the case was still pending in the Snead, was today indicted, charged
with the murder of A. G. Boyce, Sr.,
police court.
and his trial was set for Jan. 29.
Snead, whose wife, a girl from Clay
STIFF FIGHTING IN
STREETS OF ASUNCION. ton, New Mexico, eiopea with A. G.
Boyce, Jr., to Winnipeg in November,
Adherants of President Liberato Rc-j- shot and killed the father January 13.
and Rebels Clash In a
FIFTEEN PROPOSALS TOBloody Encounter.
REVISE OHIO CONSTITUTION.
Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 17. There has
been stiff fighting in the streets of These Include Initiative and Referendum, High License and Corrupt
Asunsion, the capital of Paraguay, bePractices.
tween the adherents of President Liberato Rojas and the revolutionaries. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus, O., Jan. 17. Fifteen pro
Many were killed on both sides.
posals to revise Ohio's constitution
The insurgents, however, are still vere
submitted by delegates to the
in control and all attempts by the gov- constitutional ; convention
today.
ernment troops to rescue President These embraced several
plans for the
Rojas, who has been prisoner in their initiative and referendum, a 'plan for
hands since, Monday, have failed.
submitting the question of licensing
to the voters, elective franchise quesCHAMBER OF DEPUTIES OF
tions, and one complete constitution.
TURKEY HAS DISSOLVED.
Are You a SellerT An advertise
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ment in the classified columns of the
Constantinople, Jan. 17. The Sen New Mexican wll? put your real estate
ate has accepted the petition of the on (he market efecUvely. It will put
dissolution of the Chamber of Depu- the facts of you,-- property before Ok
ties presented to it yesterday.
eyes of all possible buyei.

The Singer.

And still a song rose to his lips,
In spite of toil and trouble;
The woe that unrelenting grips.
And fame's elusive bubble.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular prtoee
COTJUCK'S

HACK

Proof Positive.
"Mother," said Harold, "I've been
out to the barn and taken all the
shoes off the horse."
"Now, Harold," said his mother,
"you are telling me a wrong story, and
I shall punish you."
"No, truly, I have," persisted Har
old. "I took them off. and then I put
them on again. If you don't believe
it, you can go out and look for yourself." Harper's Magazine.

Ufi

flugglet and saddle hersee.
:

Phene

lack

THEODORE CORRICK,

Tm.

132.

GRIFFITH

Makes Men's Fine

Dress Shoes

The Secret. '
"Why do you have those glass cases
with the ax, hammer, crowbar and so
forth on these cars?" asked a trav
eler.
"Oh, those are put there in case any
one wants a window open." replied
the facetious man. Red Hen.

4

.

JTSH0E

1

MANUFACTURERS

t

fS

4fe

Loud.
"Is this dress apt to be easily spot
ted?" she Inquired.
"At least four blocks off, I should
the gentlemanly
judge," answered
clerk.
CHANGED,

Regular Meals 25c.

Night.

3ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
Jther $5 Shoe Made

KVERY

PAIR HAS THIS

glT" Griffith's

HIS OPINION.

WE WARRANT THEM

SHOE SAL

o

Biggest slaughter sale ever pulled off in this city
BOYS' AND MEN'S SHOES
For two weeks only to make room
for Spring Stock

as

-

At Cost All Standard Lines

'

Mrs. Henpeck Solomon was a wis
man.
Mr. Henpeck O! yes! Ot! yes!
Mrs. Henpack He had six hundred
t
wives.
Mr. Henpeck
Uh he he wasn't
so er er wise after all.
Its Style. "
The basket I got yesterday
Was something of a pick;
It's contents were
right,
Nay, really were quite chic.
eggs-actl-

8moke Nulsanc.
"Mother, what is a smoke
"Your father"

y

nuisancer

E BELOW

COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES

If you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
them. All sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for

SPOT CASH ONLY.

B.

TONNIES

204 West1 Palace Avenue.

4

-

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 1912.

THE SASTA YE

UNITED STATES BANK

&

CAPITAL 850,900 00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
. B. LAUGH LI N,

President

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

1856.

H.tf. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

1903.

Incorporated

,

fpioin

TRUST CO.

fATTOYS
COST
I

Must be Cleaned
Up to Make
Room for Regular Stock.

XETV

31135015, SSBrftk W

f4.
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it;g to his home in Raton. While in the dates given:
Case Xo. li:!2. L.
the city be q iulifk-- for the oflice of M. Zeil'-rnianR.
vs.
J.
appellant
!
district judge to which lie is newly Tlw.-.c..- .
, It- .1
JliuiH(5Ull. tliJIA-JJtrrUpjIlMl JIUill life

I

f

elected.
was:
district court of Quay count.., r.s t
E. C. Henell, president of the
lor hearing Jan. 23.
Though Not Relished.
indemnity Company
Case Xo. It;;::. Territory of New
(From Judge.)
of Denver, who has been a guest in
Mexico, appellee vs. Richarj
(",.
A little lemon, now and then,
the home of Peter Lienau, returned
Is good for some conceited men.
Graves, appellant, appeal from the disto his home this morning.
trict court of Chaves county, reset for
Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. Spiess and
Frank Peabody, of Moriarty, is in
hearing,
April 1.
their daughter returned to their home
the city on business.
Case No. M:'.S, La Cueva Ranon
in Las Vegas afier attending the soGood Roads Engineer W. R. Smythe
X. Rodricial functions incident to the inaugur- Company, appellant vs. Juan
U in the city from Las V?gas.
from the di:
guez,
appellee,
appeal
ation of Governor McDonald.
trict court of Mora coun-y- , reset for
P. H. Knowlton of Denver, repreJ. F.
owner of the Valley
senting a paper house, is in the Capi- Ranch onMiller,
hearing Jan. 30.
the
Pecos
to
his
returned
tal.
Change Next Week.
heme last night. He had been in the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Houten of RaThe local United States Indian
since
city
Monday, with Mrs. Miller, school will he taken over bv the new
ton, left the city yesterday for Albu
attending the inauguration functions.
querque.
Dr. J. F. Peaic e, president of the superintendent, H. F. Cosgeshall, re
Clinton J. Crandall, January
Alfredo Montoya of Pena Elanca,
rf health .ntl medical examin lieving
6.
Sandoval county, was an inauguraand Mrs. Penrce and daughter, reers,
tion day visitor.
turned to their home iu Albuquerque
UNION PACIFIC TARGET
Santos Ortiz, a merchant of Chima-yo- , after
seeing the inauguration last
was in the city during the inaugu- FOR BEAR ATTACK.
Monday.
ration day exercises,
Mrs. George Dunning of Stanley deRafael Herrera of Espanola, is in the parted this morning with her child- Spasmodic Selling of United Steel on
Wall Street Today Market
city visiting his son, Diego, who is a ren for their home in southern Santa
Closed Steady.
student in the high school.
came
to the capital
county. They
u. juontoya ot espanola leu the to witness the
of
inauguration
(By Special Leasi-- Who to Now Mexican i
this morning for his home after ernor McDonald,
ew ork, X. Y., Jan. 1". Neglect
seeing the inaugural ceremonies.
isaae Barth state sonaw frnm
of the usual leaders in favor of
a
Paz Valverde, a ranchman of Nam-be- . naliilo
county, who has been in the few specialties again
characterized
was a visitor to the capital. He
for
the
city
past few uays attending the stock market this morning. Man-- j
returned to his home last evening.
the
of Governor McDon- ipulation of the
Tobacco stocks and
Frank Steward, of Clovis, is a visit- ald, inauguration
returned to his home in Albuquer-nu- tjouus continued and there was a fur
er in the city and a guest at the Pallast
Mrs.
evening
ther rise in some of the coalprs.
accompanied by
ace. He will be here for two weeks.
Barta.
Some investment
in- specialties,
Gregorio Herrera of Santa Cruz, reMr. and Mrs. John McCourt, and
the telegraph and telephone
turned home this forenoon after visit- the.r son and daughter, Benjamin and chiding
issues were in better demand. The
ing in the Capital the past four days.
Dorothy, who were members of the Standard stocks were
listless
but
Jessie Rivera, of Lumberton,
was governor's party
the inaugura- lacked the firm undertone evident
an inauguration day visitor. She left tion ceremonies during
returned to their yesterday.
the city this morning for her home. home in Kl Paso last
Room traders sold the usual leadnight.
Jose Aleman, clerk of the school
John A. Haley, editor of the Carri- - ers freely in the second hour and
district of Pojoaque, left the city this y.uzu .ews ami mem tier of the Bureau forced prices below
yesterday s closmorning. He was here to attend the 0f Immigration, and Mrs. Haley left ing, Union Pacific
losing a point, U. S.
inaugural exercises
the city yesterday for their home in Steel, American Smelting and the
Miss Georgia Lesnet, who was one Carrizozo. They have been iu
Santa Hill stocks also were decidedly
of the members 01 uovernor McDon- Fe since last
Saturday as inaugural h?avy. Pool operations in the Toald's party, departed last evening for visitors.
bacco group were not impeded, by
her home in Carrizozo.
H. F. Robinson, in charge of the ir- the depression elsewhere, these issues
The Rev. Jonn R. Gass, Albuquer- ligation works of the Indians in New an
rising considerably higher than
que, who has been in the city viewing Mexico and Arizona, came up from
Bonds were firm.
previously.
the inauguration ceremonies, returned buqtierque last evening.
Recessions occurred in the afternoon
tc his home yesterday afternoon.
ncv, Aionzo ungnt ot mi Paso, su before support became effective audi
J. H. Hicks, the prominent ranch perintendent of Methodist Missions, the list rallied. Union Pacific was
owner of Santa Rosa, returned to his is a guest of Rev. J. H. Shinier of St. the target for the Bear attack and
home last night. He was in the city John's M. E.. Church,
uiere was spasmodic selling of Unit
to see the new governor inaugurated.
Mrs. Ross of Albuquerque, is spend-- : ed States Steel and Reading.
The market closed steady.
F. W. Drake of Hodges, commissary ing several days with the Presbytefor the Santa Barbara Pole and Tie rian mission schools in this city. Her
utun mile maunesteu nseit in
Company, departed last night for Al- husband is the superintendent of the the late trading and there was quite
He was an inaugural vis- iMenaul Presbyterian school at Albu a general revival of the early losses.
buquerque.
itor.
Closing Quotations.
queique ana .irs. koss is herself a
New loi-K- ,
R. C. Rankin, of Las Vegas, deputy teaener mere,
Jan. 17. Call money 2
sne is comparing
Prime paper a
ft 4
Sil
traveling auditor, who has been in ways of doing things here with the (&2
ver uo.j-4- ;
Mexican dollars 47; Cop
the city during the inauguration cere-- , work done in Menuul.
per lJ.9a&14.50; Tin 42.25&4S; Lead
monies, returned to his home last
651-S- ;
i.40(ci 4.50 ; Amalgamated
COMMISSIONS OF
Su
evening.
V. L. Radney, a ranch owner and
bid; Atchison
105
NOTARIES PUBLIC gar 114
t;reat Northern 127; New York CenDemocratic leader of Roswell, returntral 106
Northern Pacific 116
ed to his home last evening after at(Continued From Page One.)
153
Southern
Reading
Pacific
festivities
tending the inauguration
Union Pacific 167
$3.30; J. Andres Pacheco, deputy game 109
here.
Steel
64
bid.
pfd. 110
Judge T. D. Lieb returned last even- - warden, S21.50.
Cotton.
Corporation Commission Organizes.
New York, N. Y Jan. 17. Cotton,
The state corporation commission
met in the office of Attorney General spot, unchanged; middling uplands
Frank W. Clancy yesterday afternoon 9.60; middling gulf 9.85. Xo sales.
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
and organized by electing Hugh H.
of
OSAKA, JAPAN, HAS A
chairman
Deming,
Dandruff, fallina hair and baldness Williams
$15,000,000 FIRE.
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, GeoTe "W. Ami jo, clerk; Edwin F.
Chairman
facial lines, absolutely removed. All Coard, assistant clerk.
Williams drew the three year term; Thirty Thousand Families Rendered
kinds of hair work done.
Homeless By Flames Which
George H. Van Stone the five year
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Broke Out Again Today.
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St. term; and M. S. Groves of Carlsbad,
the seven year term. The commission
OBy Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
will make its headquarters in the
Osaka, Japan, Jan. 17. Fire broke
of Secretary Antonio Lucero, and
at present hampered by lack of an out again last evening in the south
h
KAUNE
CO appropriation and lack of statutes de- ern districts of the city but the out
break was of a much less serious na
nting th duties of the commission ture
than that which occurred in the
and procedure.
urocenes
morning. The flames were extinguish
Mapie ana
Commissions of Notaries Public.
Assistant Attorney General H. S. ed before midnight.
The damage occasioned by yester
Clancy has handed down the following
conflagration amounts to $15,- day's
as
to
nothe
commissions
of
opinion
000,000.
Thirty thousand
persons
taries public given under the territorihomeless are being provided with
al form of government:
Mr. Chas. A. Scheurich, Clovis, New shelter in the public buildings of the
city.
Mexico.
German--

American

Just to "drive dull days away," beginning

today,

Annual Sale of Laces on the Counter.
Our Annual White Sales have become a household word among the wise buyers of this com
munity, i his week's "White Sale" is on

Laces

two prices, 3 cts. and 5 cts.

onlyjust

PIECES OF HIGH CLASS LACES
sell up to 25c, now at

3c

PIECES THAT SELL UP TO 30c,
now at 5c, no more or less, at

5c

150 that usually

j

I

Gov-cit-

we are placing our

y

100

j

j

Such bargains as these are very rare in the
large department stores or the East. You will
need lace soon for the spring sewing.

e

j

200.

to

You Can Save Up

We will leave it to you if you want to do this.
The only thing is, if you want to do it, you had

better hurry.

W. N. TOWN END & CO.

-'

Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.
Exclusive

VICTOR

The PRICE MAKER of tlifCity.

PHONOGRAPH

Dealer.

i

SEUGMAN
P.

BROS

COMPANY
UUIMI

fill

O. Box, 219.

Phone 36

.

FOR RENT

4

Office Rooms in the Capital City Bank Building.
Only a few rooms remain unlet in the most centrally
located and modern office building in the city. Steam
For rates apply to
heat and elevator service.

4

f

WANTED
FURNISHED HOUSES

Maniucring,

I

SURETY

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St a

January Clearing Sale

U S.

Special
Prices
On Apples

Santa Fe, New Mex.

While They Last

THE GIFT STORE j

Fancy Apples, Per Box, $1.50

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

Choice,

Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.
Reliable Jeweler

J--j

Q. YONTZ,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66--

Next Door to Postoffice.

3

s

6 lbs.

"

Per Box,

"

7 lbs.

H.

J.

for

1.25

for

.25

Per Box,
8

1.00

lbs. for

KAUNE

.25

a

.25

GO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

ID

K

LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN,
New and

X
X
X
X

te.

ALSO LADIES' SUITS.
SEUGMAN

iflOLF

GOODS

DRY

Replying to your letter of the 8th
inst., I have to say that it will not
bs necessary for notaries public holding commissions under the late territorial government, to make new applications and secure new appointments at the present time. By Section 4 of Article XXU of the Constitu
tion, all laws of the Territory of New
Mexico in force at the time of its admission into the Union as a state, not
inconsistent with this constitution,
shall remain in force as the laws of
the state, so that there cannot be any
question but what you continue in office until the expiration of your commission.
Yours truly,
H. S. CLANCY,
(Sgd)
Assistant Attorney General.
Supreme Court.
The state supreme court met this
forenoon at the Capital, with all the
judges present, but was in session
only a short time, the cases set for
hearing today being postponed until
tc morrow.
It is, expected
that
Judge H. D. Terrell will this afternoon
file his bill on behalf of O. L. Owen,
contesting the election of George H.
Van Stone for corporation commissioner.
Neill B. Field, representing
Van Stone, expects to question the
jurisdiction of the court, and Thomas
B. Catron for George W. Armijo, expects to intervene, alleging election
frauds.
The following cases were reset for

ELK'S THEATRE
Friday, Jan.

GO.

X
X

Santa Fe Lodge,
0.

THE

FURNITURE

CAN BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

P. Steed

k

Son

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

FURNITURE

MEN AND

WOMEN

K08 GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet -- tells about 360,000
positions in U. S. Civil
More than 40,000 vacancies
lifetime employment.
every year,
Just ask for examinaEaBy to get.
tion booklet
N;w Mexico Civil Ser
protected

MAKERS.

Miss Lillian Hesselden,

Mrs. Chas. Cunningham,
Mrs. Lola B. Henderson.

YOU

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

JYlcrie J.
Assisted by

SWELLEST

AKERS-WAGNE-

Mary
MEZZO-SOPRAN-

Furniture

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

E.

THE

DRAMATIC

Room

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

1912

UNDER AUSPICES OF

No. 469 B. P.

Bed

White Enamel

Ser-vic- e.

MADE TO ORDER vice School, Albuquerque,

SIGN PAINTING

Al Work Guaranteed

NEATLY

DONE.

N. Mv Box

462.

Try a New Mexican
Phcne, Red Us brings results.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen!

You

N. M.

Dear Sir:

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

3 Q
Urn

"

Cooking "
"
"

SSt"

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

Santa Fe,

FOR

8

rancv

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered
in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
&n Francisco St.
H. GERDES,

ATCQST COSTS

e

BEGINNING TUESDAY,

JULIUS

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

Massaging,

I

O.C.WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

i

FOR RENT
I

4

Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
Why
pay for, by having it right where you are using it. It saves on your
rooms are
and
Our

SAVES THE EYES.
open for your
display
light bill
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them
right. Get away from
the idea that these lampsareexpensive. Cheaper, cleaner,
give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get. I

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

Want Ad, tt

in

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
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MU

St. Louis Rocky

Pacific

Company

Railway

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In effect Dec, 31st

(Read Down)
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The recital at the Elks' theater on
Friday evening wiil be a great treat.
Tickets tor the Elks' Lyceum course
will be honored at the door or can
be exchanged for reserved seats at
the usual place. As the rest of the
comse has been abandoned a refund
will be made on season tickets.
Miss Mary McFie who will give the
teacher in the Sherwood
recital, is
music school of Chicago and a graduate of the Biibh Temple of Music of
Chicago. The Musical Leader, one of
the leading musical journals of Chicago, speaking of a recital given by

A. Cunningham, a son of General
pet S. Cunningham who died in
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CORPORATION COMMISSION

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

this

city about a year ago and who was
very prominent in the Masonic world,
who was mainly instrumental in
of
the
the
beautiful
locating
Masonic temple

which is being
Mrs.
ham formerly lived in Guthrie, Oklahoma, and at the time of her departure from that place among the numerous press notices was the following:
"With the departure of Mrs. Cunningham, the capital city loses one of
I'.ew

erected in this city.

Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.
''.

.'

'

.

i

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-.it-La-

Practice in Lie DiBtri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court oif
the territory.
Las Cruces,

am

Ar

E. C. ABBOTT

Practice in the District anil Supreme Courts.
Prompt and carefu)
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico

....

N. M...I,v

6
6
6
6

New Mexico.

Attorney-at-La- v

8 02
7 46

Lv

CABDS

PROFESSIONAL

CLERKS.

820

Nash

Park,

SO

165
111

Koeliler
j

00
60

Players

Sf.

35
27
17
00

G. W. HRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court'
and gives special tUteitian to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court!
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa F. N. M.

?iI,"'pn?

tConnects at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Ho ivn, X. M.. meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M.. for FJizabuthtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $;;.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. r.i., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent.
V. P. G. M.,
Superintendent.

cfc

or-
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II
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i

v

C. W. Q. WARD

V

Territorial District Attorn

y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties

isi

New Mexico.

Vegas,

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

When Going

EAST

or

WEST

GEORGE W. ARMIJO.

Chas. F. Easfey.
EASLEY &

KBTanr:11 '"T

USE THE

PIO.flRATttPB!!

MISS MARY

Springs and Pueblo

her at the Sherwood music school a
few week? ago said:
"Miss Mary McFie sang an aria
from 'Sampson
and Delilah,'
'My
Heart at Thy Sweet Voice,' by
and a group of five songs. She
sang with much feeling and understanding, and delighted an appreciative audience.
"Miss McFie has a dramatic
voice of rich natural quality,
and in the interpretation of the varied program showed genuine musical
Her voice
insight and appreciation.
is of excellent range and the lower
tones are under admirable control."
Mrs. Charles A. Cunningham, harpist, who will assist Miss McFie in her

MEXICAN

BUILDING

OR

UNION

DEPOT

New Mexico Military

Easley

N. M.

its most cultured

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in ail the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

Be-

New Mexico.

Taos,

H. L. ORTIZ,

Sai::t-Saen-

,

It--

,

and

Attorney

counsellor-at-La-

Practicing before all the courts jn
the Territory.
New MexJc
Santa Fe

I-?-

t

Globe-Democr-

o

JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe, - - - - Xew Mexico
Practices before all the courts ot
the State.
Office with B. M. Read, Esq.
E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
MRS. NORA

Institute

reports 14 conversions, and 10 accesLIVE NEWS ITEMS FROM
EDWIN F. COARD.
THE WINDMILL CITY. sions to the church. There was a
at the Mash O ranch last
baptising
'The West Point of th Southweit"
Edward Pool Pleads Guilty to Carry- Sunday.
Ranked b7 United States War D
J. Allen Ray, presiding elder rf the and T. L. Lowe.
January 28th, A. D., 1012.
ing Concealed Weapon and is
InstituMr.
as
a
himself
Jones
partment as "Distinguished
JOt ORTIZ Y PIXO,
closed
also
has
E!
Paso
expressed
district,
just
Fined $100 and Costs.
tion." Armj offlcers detailed by Wai
of revival meetings in Dem-surprised at the wonderful develop- - Chairman of the Board of County
Deming, X. M., Jan. 16. A. A. series
Department.
Comir.iisicnus, iianta Fe County,
from ing. There were 18 accessions fo the ment of the Deming region, and statSmith .returned this morning
X. M.
ed that with the cheap power which
Through Academic course, preparPhrpvpnort. Tji.. his old home, where church as a result of this meeting.
Com- Power
Attest:
and
Land
the
of
wife
A.
ing young men for college or business
Deming
and.
George
Ehrenberg
he spent several weeks boosting thej
f
v
.
life. Great amount of open air work.
oany will furnish, this development ?.!. A. ORTIZ,
Mimbres valley. He made an exten- - E: Paso are in Deming on business.
Clerk of the Board of County ComHealthiest location of any Military
R. H. Case went to El Paso today will be greatly accelerated.
sive tour of east Texas and Louisiana
missioners, Santa Fe County, Xew
School in the Union. Located in the
and declared that he returns to New on business.
'
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
At a recent meeting of the stock- PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF! Mexico.
Mexico better pleased than ever with
By V. T. ALAR1D, Deputy.
of the West at an elevation of 37uU
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
the Sunshine state. He (raveled for holders of the bank of Deming, the
feet above sea level, sunshine every
hundreds of miles in Louisiana with- following directors were elected: Arim- - thur C. Raithel, A. C. Brown, J. A. Ma- Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. 13th, 1912.
(lay, but little rain or snow during th
out seeing a single substant-'a- i
season.
C.
Corbett.
V
H.
El
Paso
John
declares
that
and
"Regular Session."
Brown,
honey,
fa
piovement,
Fourteen Offlcers and Instructors,
James Robinson of Hachita, is in
The Board of County Commission
has about it an air of much greater
ell graduates from standard eastern
Lead and Spelter.
'Deming on business.
prosperity than New Orleans.
ers met in regular session, for the
Ten buildings, throughly
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 17. Lead firm,
colleges.
a
this ni;rnnsft of rpnronni7inerF. P. Jones was in Deming
W. E. Holt has Just purchased
0
0.
4 37
4.40; Spelter weak 6.50.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
foot lot on Gold avenue afternoon on his return to Silver
twenty-fivThe board met with all members
In all respects.
state
from
of
a
Grain and Provision.
the
meeting
half a block south of Spruce street, City
present.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 17. Wheat May
upon w hich he will build a fireproof egualization board at Santa Fe.
Upon motion of Commissioner
100
Asked concerning the proposed pow- W. G. HAMILTON, Vic Free.
July 95
building which will be large enough
Mr. Jose Ortiz y Pino was elected
Corn May
'for er plant, to be put in in Deming by
tc accommodate the Graphic
July 661-J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
of
board.
bond
of
The
the
president
W .M. ATKLNSON, Secretary,
many years to come. Work will be the recently organized Deming Power Assessor
1
was
Rivera
approved.
.
Oats May 49
July 451-2- .
and W. A. FINLEY.
begun on this building immediately. and Land Company, Mr. Jones said
On motion of Commissioner Kinsell
Pork Jan. 15.85.
The present quarters of the Graphic
"This company is organized for de
For particulars and illustrated
Lard! Jan. 9.35.
will be vacated as soon as this build- velopment purposes and is capitalized duly seconded, the following resoluaddress:
was unanimously passed:
Ribs Jan. 8.571-2- .
ing is completed to make room for a at $250,000. This company has com tion
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Wool.
concern.
the
Resolution:
mercantile
Outgoing
Thanking
large
pleted arrangements for the installaSuperintendent.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 17. Wool mar
Board of County Commissioners,
Rev. Adair, Presbyterian evange- tion of absolutely the most
the County Clerk and District At- ket steady; territory and western melist, of Texas, will open a union meet- central electric power plant in the
diums 1618c; fine mediums 1517c;
torney.
ing in Clark opera house tonight. The entire country. It will be complete
Resolved, That it is the sense of the fine 1015c.
services will continue indefinitely, in every particular, and every device
and are joined in by all the churches known to science will be used in f incoming Board of County Commis
Omaha.
Horse
Remov
the town.
jveloping power and delivering it to sioners to extend thanks to the out-- i
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 17. Cattle
AIHon.
I.
New Mexico.
His
Sparks,
Ed Pool pleaded guilty in Judge the consumer at the lowest possible going board, Hon.
Receipts, 5,300. Market slow fo 10c
fiedo Lucero and Hon. Jose Ortiz y lower.
Native steers, $o.257.75;
I am arranging: to change my business location from Cedai Browning's court this afternoon to rate. We mean to make this plant
rencarrying a concealed weapon, was deliver electricity at a cost to suc- Fino, for the excellent services
west
cows and heifers, $3.256.00;
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am fined
and
their
dered
administration,
during
$100 and costs; George Johnson, cessfully compete with the gasoline
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15 charged with flourishing a deadly engine, and the far greater conven- for their efforts in providing a suit- ern steers, $3.806.60 range cows and
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with wreapon, pleaded guilty, and was ience of the motor will doubtless able building as a court house, and heifers, $3.005.25; canners, $2.85
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood bound over to the grand jury in the, make this power in great demand for the excellent and substantial1 3.75; stockers and feeders, $3.50
bulls, stags,
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls sum of $2,500; George Brooks pleaded among the Deming farmers. We will bridges built throughout Santa Fe 5.85;
etc.,
$3.506.25.
in
efforts
and
for
their
placandcounty,
at
farmBucks
reasonable
be
and Registered Shropshrire
disorderly
delivering power to Deming
very
prices. Please guilty to being drunk
Receipts, 18,000. Market 5
ers next spring. There will be no ing the public roads in good condi- to Hogs
and was fined $2 and costs.
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
10c
lower.
Heavy, $6.106.25;
W. DeCLOW,
Harry Whitehill cf Oldtown, is in bonding of land in connection with tion.
mixed, $6.0O6.10; light, $5.756.10;
on
business.
in
this
as
this
case
the
That
be
is
Therefore
the
resolved,
it
today
Deming
enterprise
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
of sales, $5.95
Rev. J. A.' Land passed through Portales district. We will put in the resolution of thanks be spread on pigs, $4.505.75; bulk
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
6.15.
to
en
route
and
a
the
sell
Silver
low
the power at
rate the minutes of the first meeting of
City plant
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap- Deming today
Market
10,000.
Sheep Receipts,
The incorpo- new Board of County Commissioners.
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104 from Iola where he has been assist- - directly to consumers.
weaker.
in
conductW.
D.
slow,
of
W.
J.
Rev.
rators
Yearlings,
are:
$4.755.75;
the
Campbell
Orcompany
ing
Commissioner
of
can
rates.
reach
at
other points
Upon motion
each, and
corresponding
He j Murray, E. A. Layne, M. F. Downs, tiz, Benito Alarid was appointed jani- wethers, $4.254.75;
ewes, $3.40
ing a series of revival meetings.
tor of the court house for the period 4.40; lambs, $0.007.00.
Kansas City.
of twelve months, and Mr. Juan N.
Kansas City, Jan. 17. Cattle ReNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication.
Sandoval was appointed night watch8,000, including 600 southerns.
Department of the Interior.
on her general health and freedom from pain. Many a woman looks old man for the quarter ending March ceipts
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Depend
Market steady to 10c lower. Native
Department of the Interior,
before her time because of those irregularities which are essentially feminine. 31st, 1912.
steers $3.258.25; southern steers
January 11, 1912.
Starting from early womanhood, she sutlers from frea.uently recurring derangements
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
On motion of Commissioner Kinsell
December 9, 1911. Crpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest. that upset her womanly heaith. If she be beautiful she grows into that mellow the following resolution was unani- $4.756.25; southern cows and heifers $35; native cows and heifers $3
Notice is hereby given that Fred age without wrinkles and crowfeet about the eyes or the blue circles underneath.
Notice is hereby given that
It is invariably the rule that such women suffer little, or not at all, from womanly mously adopted:
of
on
6.50; stockers and feeders $46;
N.
Clokey,
Glorieta,
M.,
who,
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., who,
e
Resolved, That from this time forth bulls $3.755.25;
derangements which sap the health and leave in the face the
calves $4.508;
story of pain
on June 11, 1907, made Homestead June 2, 1906, made homestead No. and suffering. Dr.R.V. Piercc,the famous specialist in the diseases of women,
board
or
term
of
that
during
the
this
found
western cows $35.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1, a
in his early practice that soothed the organism peculiar to womanSection
prescription
04507, No. 11011, for NE
each
all
that are bought by
SE1-4- ,
Market
Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
Receipts 23,000.
Hogs
hood oiled themachinery,as it were, of the human system and helped the woman and supplies
10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, Merevery county officer, be requested 510c lower. Bulk of sales $6 6.30;
Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11 to pass those painful periods that
d
and
her
face.
became
This
aged
remedy
to procure an order from the clerk
idian, has filed notice of intention E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notic
n
the
heavy $6.306.35; packers and butchDr. Pierce s Favorite Prescription, that has
to make final five year proof, to es- of intention to make final five
of this board, and that all parties ers
benefited thousands of women and saved them from misery
$6.106.35; light $5.806.20;
year
tablish claim to the land above deholding claims shall produce such or pigs $4.255.50.
and suffering at different periods in life.
proof, to establish claim to the land
or
before
allowed
receiver, above
by
register
scribed,
Mrs. Harkelt E. Pierce, of 244 Bright Street, Sarnla, Ont., writes : der before claim will be
Market
Receipts 8,000.
Sheep
described, before Register or
I am now a well woman after sufl'ering for three years and doctoring this board.
V. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M. Receiver U. S. Land
Muttons
$3.50
Office, at Santa
steady to strong.
with several different doctors, each one saying it was something differon 'he 16th day of January, 1912.
of Commissioner Kin- 4.90; lambs $5.257; fed wethers and
ent, and the last one, after putting me through a thorough examination,
motion
Upon
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,
said I was aufferinsr from a growth, which, in time, would result In
Claimant names as witnesses:
sell the county clerk was authorized yearlingsr $46; fed ewes $34.25.
1912.
cancer, and said i would not live more than two years if not operated upon right away. 1 became hopelessly discouraged but would not
to buy a seal for Chairman Ortiz, and
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
Chicago.
Claimant names as witnesses:
consent to the operation as I was too weak and too much afraid, bat at
also stationery needed for the county
Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias,
Chicago, Jan. 17. Cattle Receipts
I tried Dr. Pierce's medicines, and
last, through the advice of a friend,
'
after using two bottles of the Favorite Prescription ' I immediately-fel- t clerk's office.
Market steady. Beeves $4.85
20,000.
Garcia and Fldencio Garcia, all of
Quintana of Rowe, N. M.
a change. I also used two boxes of 'Healing Suppositories' and
Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
eight boxes of Lotion Tablets,' and can safely praise the name of Dr.
There being no further business, 8.60; Texas steers $4.405.9O; west
Glorieta, N. M.
Pierce's medicines to all who suffer from any female disease, for these
MANUEL R. OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
upon motion of Commissioner Jlron ern steers $4.807.25; stockers and
meflirinM are nil thpv Am ftlnimarl ti hp. niwl I hum will hln AthAra
Una.
PlBBCB.
have bslped me."
they
the board adjourned until Monday, feeders $3.50 6: cows andi heifers
Register.
Register.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

V.

j

Wv

MARKET REPORT

PROBERT & COWPANY

Investments
Lai ris, Mines, Bonds & Stock.
Money Loaned for investors
We have for sale general stocks ot
Retell Lumber Yar
Merchandise.
anti other Business
Opportunities
throughout Tae county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.

Taos,

2

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

e

j

Kin-sel-

l,

661-25--

W. L. DeCLOVV,

4

1

to

3

P. M

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over

8

j

J. M. DIAZ,

DR.

j

-

Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.

Phone Red

6.

Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment'

Office

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. nzxt door to Public Library.
Offifte Jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. V
2 Mi
P- - ia. Evenings.

Phone Blact

47.

de-o-

and Jack Importer,
Business to

America's Largest
ing

R.
.

Attcrneys at Law.
Practice in tha courts and befor
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,

"""" ""f

McFIE.

and accomplished
musicians and composers.
on
execution
Mrs. Cunningham's
tvie piano, guitar and Italian harp has
been the delight of the lovers of music for years and no musicale was complete without her presence."
Also in speaking of her the St.
has said:
Louis
"Among the women who have won
fame in musical circles of the L'nited
States is Mrs. Charles A. Cunningham
ct Guthrie, Oklahoma, who has shown
such unusual talent as a composer of
harp music as to attract the attention of publishing houses and the
world at large wherever the harp is
as a
Mrs. Cunningham
admired.
player of the harp, acquired a westrecital Friday night at the Elks' the- ern reputation several years ago beater, has won great recognition both ginning this line of work as a harpist
as a musician and as a composer. for the Scottish Rite Masons of
Mrs. Cunningham is the wife of Chas.
Mezzo-Sopran-

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

'

Chas.
EASLF-Y-

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Santa ye, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

calves,-$4.007.00-

$2.106.70; calves $6.5010,
Market
Hogs
Receipts 40,000.
steady, 5c lower. Light $5 806.25;
mixed $5.956.37
heavy $66.40;
rough $66.15; pigs $4.505 .60; bulk
jf sales $6.156.35.
Market
Receipts 30,000.
Sheep
steady. Natives
$3.405; western
$5. 256.15;
yearlings
$3.705.10;
western
lambs, native $4.757.30;
$5.257.35.

I

'

A WOMAN'S GOOD LOOKS

Vir-gini- o

tell-tal-

9492-0740-

4

scar-line-

ComMexican
New
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especialwith printed headings, in
ly ruled
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fe,s of justice
ot the peace and constables printed
In full on the Urst page. The pages
Combined Civil and Crialt-- J . . 4.09
inches. These books are
are 10
made up In civl' and criminal dockets,
separate of 3S pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound ia ona
book, SO pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
"l
C4tU or Criminal

For

45

cents s41'aonal for

a singls

docket, or 56 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
m
by mail or prepaid express. Cash
order. Stats
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.

Try a New Mexican "Want Ad.
brings refcnltr

It
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Must Be Closed Out
Rooms 10 and

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
can be restored famine prices will prevail. The new Chicago coal monopoly
refrained during several days of severe cold beginning to ta.K of famine
but then began to shove the prices upward, notch by notch, carefully watchto be
ing the public's willingness
squeezed to determine how much of
a harvest would be safe. Voluble explanations were made that the "railroads were slow." The warm weather
which will follow this severe cold is
expected to ruin the six million barrels of apples held in ordinary storage
Cold
by speculators on January 1.
storage capacity was too small for
the 1911 apple crop, although it is
said that in Chicago alone a million
barrels of apples are in cold storage.
Official Boosting Parties.
Official boosting parties for cities,
states and sections, which received a
fresh impetus from the recent meteoric jaunt of the western governors
from Chicago to New York and back
again, have received reprimand from
Governor Blease of South Carolina in
a letter to Colonel E. J. Watson, Commissioner of Agriculture of that state,
for his activities outside the state in
its behalf. The rebuke has started a
discussion of what limits shall be put
ipon official zeal. With northwestern states aflame with enthusiasm for
their governors' triumphal journey to
Governor
the
complacent
East,

RED TAPE IN
WAR DEPARTMENT
Must Be Unwound Before
Army Officer Can Accept
Honorary Position
GGLD WEATHER

COSTS

HOUR

Will Add to High Cost of Living
All Over United
States.
Chicago, Jan. 17. What a :ot of red
tape must be unwound before an army
cfl;cer can accsit an honorary position outside the army, Colonel William
C. Gorgas, in charge of the Department of Sanitation on the Panama
Canai Zone discovered

be'.ore he

be-

came third vice presui'mt. of the National Drainage Congress, organized
last month in Chicago to meet first, in
New Orleans, April

A commit-

10-1-

tee 'will accompany members of Illinois Manufacturers' Association on
their trip to Panama to personally request the attendance of Colonel Gor- Rlease's letter of reprimand, after
gas at the meeting. Th-- j correspond- Colonel Watson had borne an active
ence concerning Colonel Gorgas' elec- part in Chicago in the organizing of
tion and his final acceptance with the the National Drainage Congress, was
approval of the Secretary of War a startling display of old fashioned
comprised seven letters and official ideas. In Kansas the Commissioner of
documents; all on one sheet of letter Agriculture won national fame for his
state by his work outside of it as
caper pieced out to the length of
cap. Colonel Gorgas Perkins, act- - much as by his work in it. Most of
g president, forwarded to the Sec the South Carolina editors have taken
retary of War a letter asking official up cudgels for Commissioner Watson,
consent to the election. When this let- - though he himself was quite mild in
ter was received by the War Depart-- his reply to his superior officer. The
ment a slip of paper was pasted to Charlotte Observer said: "Governor
the end and the letter was folded, Blease complains that Mr. Watson,
writing inside, so as to give four folds, who makes trips to cotton congresses,
s
On the first fold are a number of' en- conferences,
immigration
dorseaients, showing briefly the con- - conventions and various other meet-tent- s
of the letter and the writer, his ings, has not been attending to his
address and the date; also the date business; has not shut himself up in
of receipt, Dec. 11, and the file num- - his office, put his feet upon the table,
ber, the Adjutant General's office lighted a cigar and leaned back in his
stamp and file number, and the Sur- - chair to ponder upon the movements
geon General's stamp and file number, j of the people on Main Street. Whom
On the second fold is the first indorse-'- , does he expect to represent but the
ment by the Adjutant General. Be- - state at those conventions usually
this appears: "Second indorse- - tended by Commissioners of Agricul-menWar Department, office of Sur-- ture? If there is anything the South
geon General. December 14. 1912. Re-- , needs it is men who will go out into
spectfully returned to the Adjutant the highways and hedges and present
General of the Army, recommending the opportunities of the South to the
that Colonel W. C. Gorgas, Medical men who have money for investment,
Corps, be notified of his election as to show the advantages of the South
third vice president of the National to prospective farmers, to proclaim
On the third the virtues of the South to the people
Drainage Congress."
fold is the third indorsement from the of the North and the West who are igAdjutant General, stating, "December norant of what we have in the way of
The Commissioners
of
14, 1911. Respectfully referred to Col- opportunity.
to
Medical Agriculture are specially fitted
onel William C. Gorgas,
to this work."
Corps, Culebra, Canal Zone, Panama attend
to note and return. By order of the High Potatoes Bring Cheap Potatoes.
High potatoes now mean cheap po-i- s
Secretary of War." On the third fold
also the fourth indorsement as fol- - tatoes when the next crop is harvest-lows- :
e
"Department of Sanitation, Of-- eu, according to Chicago market
of the Chief Sanitary Officer, An- - ures showing that in previous years
Re- - an enormous increase in acreage of
con, C. Z. December 28, 1911.
spectfully returned, I desire to ex- - potatoes followed extremely high
g
press my appreciation of the honor in prices. The potatoes imported to
elected third vice president, and ply the demand this year have estab-tinform Mr. Perkins of my accept- - lished a new factor that threatens to
ance. W. C. Gorgas, Chief Sanitary ruin the hopes of all who hope to
Officer." A cablegram had been sent makes a ortune in 1912 by planting
to Colonel Gorgas at the same time their farms to potatoes and wringing
the letter was written to the Secretary a fabulous price for them from the
Nearly a million bags,
of War, so that he knew what it was consumer.
all about when the document reached 3,000,000 bushels, had been imported
up to January 1. Irish and English
him through the circuitous method.
potato growers are not likely to forCold Costs Millions.
this market after taste of high
The low temperature which In Chi- - get
nrp that tVi f
nripfa "TnHipnHrna
aur-new
01
recoras
i
estannsnea
,
cago
wffl haye
ag an
ation for nearly half a century will
,d mlneuntu t ne next
agricultural
cost many million dollars in higher
gwa
gaid one
thj mark
prices the country over for food and
The government
fuel and in losses of produce, iruits tne
a,.
b.Jsnel m&
fam value
and plumbing The cabbage and .po- - mogt
p than fQr m
'
tato could not travel without extra
e
a
ed
le-jj-

good-road-

i

at-lo-

t.

j

j

fig-fic-

sup-bein-

o

;

,

cput

stoves and furnaces became Insatiable
and the way plumbing froze and burst
was beyond anything ever seen,
plumbing having been scarce in days
or similar "cold spells." In the poorer
tenement houses havoc was wrought
with waterpipes, but plenty of expen- sive flats were in no better case. Ship- ments of produce practically came to
a standstill and before the supplies

j

Hay Fever and Summer Golds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH,
that follows SCARLET

for the COUGH

FEVER, for
COUGH, for
CROUP, WHOOPING
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
For sale

b

all druggist.

and 54.1 cents in 1909.
Western Insurance Companies.
The West has gained enormously in
the total of funds of its Insurance
companies and Chicago has become a
center in life insurance affairs second
only to New York as bank clearings
and other data go to show. As the
largest of the western companies have
invested most of their Teserves in
farm mortgages, the development of
agriculture has been benefitted and
the policy holders, where the com- puuies were 01 a mutual cnaracter,
have received higher dividends, and
the interest return is. consequently
not declining except in specially favored districts; on the whole is advancing. On the other hand the legal
reserve companies which invest in securities have suffered by the decline
in the prices of stand bonds. They do
not suffer so much as they formerly
did from the much greater decline in
stocks. - Ever since the Armstrong
legislation the investment of life insurance companies for 1910 showed
1910
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THIS WEEK.

Goinsr

at Cost.

2nd Floor, Capital City Bank Building.
Receiver, 5anta Fe Trail Curio Co
ISSUE

m

Fraternal Societies

UP HOPE

When .Mrs. Joseph Lombard,
who
lives at
Starr street, Urooklyn,
wrote tlii-- , iru-in tin' hope that it
would be sci'-- by discouroged women,
she did something that will be of help
to many thousands.
She says: "After suffering for five
years from weakness and loss of flesh
without finding any relief, I almost
save up hope of ever getting better.
"About this time Vitiol was recommended to me iv.nl I have found it a
truly wonderful remedy. I have regained :ny litalth and feel strong and
well again.
I cannot say enough in
praise of Vinol."
All weak, exhausted
women and
men, all pale, puny children and feeble old folks, can have new health
and strength by taking this delicious
cod liver and iron remedy.
It contains no oil and is agreeable to even
the most delicate stomach. Vinol is
a great appetizer and
for
every person who is run down and
weak. We give back your money if
Vinol does not do all we claim. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, New

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. it.
Regular communis
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
a

Wanted
work.

A girl for general houseAddress X, New Mexican.

FOR SALE Singer Sewing
Ma7.30.
chine with latest attachments. New.
VLAN R. McCORD, W. M.
A bargain. 112 Marcy St.
CHAS. E. LLN'NEV., Secretary.
LOST

ture in

Cold lock charm with picit.
Engraved monogram "H.
Finder return to this office.

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.

1. R.

A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each moata
FOR SALE One
good
upright
X
at Masonic Hall at
a
piano in excellent
condition;
7:30
p. in.
Call
adblack
or
big bargain.
up
JOHN H. WALKER.
dress box 375 S nta Fe.
H. P.
E
V
tin l,v
WANTED
AT ONCE Stenogra- ARTHUR SELiGMAN. Secretary.
pher wlio can take dictation, and who
"r
Santa Fe Commandery
is familiar with office work.
Apply
No. 1, K. T. Regular
'
Bureau of Information
Chamber of
conclave fourth MonCommerce, between 9 and 12 a. m.
day in each month at
Maconic Hall at 7: !0
ROOMS FOTv KENT One, three,
p. in.
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
for rent at 237 Washington avenue. W.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Mexico.
handsome dining room, excepLarge,
tell HH',uklI ifiw"i4il
tionally nice and well suited for
Santa Fe ioflge of
Territory ot' Xew Mexico,
i
boarders.
Perfection No. 1, 14ta
County of Santa Fe. Xo. 601:1.
degree. Ancient and AcPittsburg Trust Company, PlainWANTED Capable man to sell
if J
4 I1?.? S? y
cepted Scottish Rite of
tiff,
Mills" hosiery and under"Winona
Free Masonry meets oil
. J..
,
I. .
vs.
wear direct to consumer, in Santa Fe, the third
Monday of each month
New Mexico Central Railroad Com- Las
HON. JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Vegas, Rato nand other territory. at 7:30 o'clock in th
South
evening is
Side
pany,
Trust
Company of Permanent business and good income
Elected Chairman Board of County Commissioners.
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plata.
Pittsburg, C. C. Murray Receiver of to right party. Dave V.
Fine, Mgr., Visiting Pcotish Rite Masons are corCom Roswell, New Mex.
,N'ew Mexico Central Railroad
dially invited to attend.
pany, Harry S. Friday, P. Archibe-que- ,
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
A. J. Apodaca. Andres Vigil, Al
TYPEWRfTERS.
Venerable Master.
berto Vigil, W. H. Sutton. E. B.
Shreves, B. O Loughlin, R. K. Durkan Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New HENRY P. STEPHENS, 32
Ribbons and supE. Evers, L. M. Way, B. H. Calkins,' platens furnished.
Secretary.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
W. W. Richardson, Epimenio V. Gar-- ' plies.
ai"
rented.
Standard
makes handled
B. P. O. E.
cia, Prudencia Garcia, V. Lovato, B.l
V. Emerick, W. H. Thomas, E. R.i All repair work and typewrite8 guar
Santa Fe Lodgs No.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExA. Butterworth anteed.
Reel, P. Doddridge,
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Phone 231.
change.
and Felipe Garcia, Defendants.
its regular session oa
The Dominion Construction
Com-- j
the second and fourth
pany and J. Van Vechten Olcott, as; counting under the direction of the
of each
Wednesday
for
the production of csrtain
Receiver of the Ferguson Contracting! Court,
month. Visiting brothbonds, for specific performance, and
ers are invitee
Company, Cross Complainants.
In the District Court of the First! for other and additional relief, as will
welcome.
Judicial District of New Mexico for! more fully appear by reference to the
CARL A. BISHOP.
' cross
filed
in the said J. D. SENA,
complaint
the County of Santa Fe.
Exalted Ruler.
cause.
And that unless you enter
The persons, firms and corporations
Secretary.
above named, and each of them, are your appearance in said cause on or
before the eleventh day of March.
hereby notified that a
F. W. FARMER
will be
rendered!
!has been filed against them in thei 1912, judgment
Homestead No.
'
in
cause
said
by default.
District Court for the County of against you
2879.
name
The
and address of cross-- '
Santa Fe, Territory aforesaid, by said
Brotherhood
of
The Dominion,1 complainant's attorneys is Catron &
American Yeomen
Santa
New
Catron,
Mexico.
Fe,
Construction Company and J. Van,
Meets
Second
Vechten Olcott, as receiver of The! In Witness Whereof, I have hereun-- i
and
Fourth
Thur
to
set
hand
and
seal of said
my
Ferguson Contracting Company, the!
court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, thisdays. Fireman's,
general object of said cross-comHall. H. Foremat-plaint being to compel the above 2nd day of January, A. D., 1912.
E. P. Robinson.
A.
L.
SAFFORD,
named persons, firms and corporar
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
Clerk.)
tions to make answer to the said cross (SEAL)
Alaria.
complaint, for an accounting under Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. No. 6613.
the direction of the Court, and for
Santa Fe Camp
In the District Court of the First
other and additional relief, as will
13014, M. W. A
more fully appear by reference to the Judicial District of New Mexico for
ineets second Tuesfiled in said cause. the County of Santa Fe.
te
day each month, m
Pittsburg Trust Company, PlainAnd that unless you enter your apcial meeting tUrd
tiff,
cause
on
said
before
or
in
pearance
Tuesday at Elks
vs.
the eleventh day of March, 1912,
Hall. Vlsting neigh.
New Mexico Central Railroad Com-- i
judgment will be rendered against
bort welcome.
pany, South Side Trust Company of:
you in said cause by default.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
Pittsburg, C. C. Murray, Receiver of CHAS. A.
ine name ana address of
RISING, Clerk.
Com-'- ,
New
Mexico
Railroad
Central
C.
C.
is
Catron,
attorney
Com-!
Dominion
Construction
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
pany,
Herewith are some bargains offered.
Receiver of
In Witness Whereof, I have here- nanv. M. W. Flonrnov.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ,
by the New Mexican PrintlngCom- unto
of
said
and
hand
set
spal
my
The Efficient Clerk of Santa Fe County.
of Civ11 Procedure
court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this Ferguson Contracting Company. P.i Pany: Code
Andres! Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
2nd day of January, A. D. 1912.
Archibeque, A. J. Apodaca,
Vigil, Alberto Vigil, W. H. Sutton, E.I bound, $1; papt bound. 75c. Missouri
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
Clerk. II. Shreves, B. O'Loughlin, R. K. Dur-- i Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
that bonds made up 46 per cent of southern Mexico and the opening of (SEAL)
knn, E. Evers, L. M. Way, B. H. Cal-- I Plea JIngs, $6; the two for $10.
their ledger assets, with an average the harbor of Frontera to shipping of Territory of New Mexico,
W. W. Richardson, Epimenio V.j Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of Santa Fe. No. 6566.
kins,
County
return of 4.34 per sent. The propor- the largest size has centered attention
Prudencia Garcia, V. Lovato. of New Mexico, i889, 1901 and 1803,
&
Wire
Steel
Garcia,
Company
tion of mortgage loans showed an in- upon the labasco district where Independent
B V. Emerick, W. H. H. Thomas, E. English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;!
'plaintiff,
crease as weil as an increased return,
Sheriff's
R. Reel, P. Doddridge, A. Butterworth,! full leather $3.
Flexible
vs.
reaches
its
agriculture
it being 5.08 per cent in 1910, as com- tropical
s Felipe Garcia, Harry S. Friday
and Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.26;
luxuriance.
In
New Mexico Central Railroad
greatest
early
pared with 5.02 per cent in 1909, the
New
two or more books, $1 each.
the pirates of the Carib-jpanand Pennsylvania Development John M. Bloom, Defendants.
first year in the last decade in which bean Sea found
The Dominion Construction Com- - Mexico Surreme Court Reports, Nos.
hiding in the network Company, Pittsburg Trust Company,
the average rate was more than five of channels of the Grijalva
river, Charles C. Murray, Harrison Nesbit, pany and The Ferguson Contracting! f aB(j 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
per cent. The average return for all which now is the artery of commerce J. B. Finley, Guaranty Title and Trust Company, Cross Complainants.
ullation Corporation La.rs. 75 c. Com- classes of investments for 1910 was to the fertile interior and center of Company, Hughes Mercantile
Com- The above named persons, firms pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
4.75 per cent, but the figures for 1911
interest as restored peace brings new pany, First National Bank of Albu- and corporations, and each of them, digest of New Mexico Faports. tuO
will not be available for
several activity in that region.
querque, New Mexico, Commercial are hereby notified that a cross com- sheeo, $6 JO: full list school blank.
months. Assets of the legal reserve
National Bank of Columbus,
Ohio, plaint has been filed against them in
life companies at the end of the year
Cincinnnati Equipment
Company, H. the District Court for the County of
Let Him Know It IT you are out ot
that a position, you must let the
of
are estimated at $4,000,000,000
B. Guiher, Speedwell Motor Car Com- Santa Fe, Territory aforesaid,
employer
is
case
which $3,600,000,000 are reserves car-- ( DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED, pany, C. H. Bancroft, N. C. Hunter, being the court in which said
know it. A wart advertisement in the
ried for the fulfillment of contracts by iocai applications, as they cannot John McGlashan, Neil B. Field, Trus pending, by said
New Mexican will reach every bast'
under the law and over $250,000,000 reach the diseased portion of the ear. tee, and the Unknown Holders or The Dominion Construction Company nesB and professional man in the city
There is only one way to cure deaf- Pledgees of Santa Fe Central Railway and The Ferguson Contracting Com- and county and a great many in the
represent surplus to
of said
ness, and that is by constitutional Company bonds, and the Unknown pany, the general object
Billion Dollars In Mexico.
territory. If you have any special talto compel the above ent,
notes of the New
Holders
being
of
the
an
is
caused
Deafness
remedies.
do not hide it under a buaheL
by
The billion dollars of American Inand corporalin- Mexico Central
Company, named persons, firms
Railway
vestments in Mexico again are in- inflamed condition of the mucous
tions to make answer to the said
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When Defendants.
creasing at a tremendous rate, accord- this tube is inflamed you have a rumThe Dominion Construction Com- cross complaint, for an accounting
ing to Robert J. Kerr, a Chicago atunder the direction of the Court, and
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and pany, Cross Complainant.
torney who is considered an authority
In the District Court of the First for other and additional relief, as will
on Mexican law and politics. During the
and unegs tne ,nflamma. judicial District of New Mexico for more fully appear by reference to the
filed in said cause.
ui iuei.iuu wmcu enuu uiiny years Hon can bJ taken out an(J tnjs tube;t,e County of Santa Fe.
of Diaz government, the British bar- restored t0 its normal condition, hear- - The persons, firms and corporations And that unless you enter your apgain hunters were on hand and Brit- - lng win be destroyd forever; nine' above named, all of whom are made pearance in said cause on or before
ish investments multiplied
by ten,
out o ten are causcd by catarrh cross defendants, are hereby notified the eleventh day of March, 1912,
while the rate of investment of Amer- - wnich is
nothing but an inflamed con-- J that a cross complaint has been filed judgment will be rendered against you
SIGNS
SIGNS
ican capital dwindled to five or ten ,uu0Ii 0 the mucous surfaces.
against them in the District Court in said cause by default.
The name and address of
u give 0ne Hundred Dollars for the County of Santa Fe, Territory
per cent of the normal. German ban- - We
WOOD ON TIN,
ELECTRIC,
attorney is C. C. Catron,
jkers already have come over to buy or any ca&e 0f Deafness (caused by aforesaid, that being the Court in
PLATE GLASS,
BRASS,
which
Mexico.
war
said
scare
New
the
Santa Fe,
may catarrh) that cannot be cured by! which said case is pending, by
properties
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunCLOTH.
PICT0RAI.
The Dominion
have depressed in price or take up Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
new projects of development or trade. iars. free.
struction Company, the general ob- to set my hand and seal of said court
The stability of property and of titles
P. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
ject of said complaint being to com- at Santa Fe, New Mexico, thi3 2nd
Out-Doo- r
are said by Mr. Kerr to be even greatSold by druggists, 75c.
pel the above named persons, firms day of January, A. D. 1912.
Publicity.
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
er in Mexico than In the United States.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constt and corporations to make answer to
Clerk.
A- - new railroad
305 San Francisco St., Santa Fe.
for an ac- (SEAL)
the said
through Tabasco In pation.
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PAGE EIGHT

IHE

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

THE DAILY

Phone No. 4.

GROCERY, BAKERY AND MARKET.

We have everything, Imported and Domestic.
The best of Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cookies,
W afers, Alacaroons, Buns, Rolls, etc.

MARKET.

We handle nothing but the Best Packing House Goods
Meats, Sausages, etc. We have at all times a good supply of Poultry Hens, Sprigs, Turkeys and Ducks. In
fact, everything usually carried in a first-clamarket.
ss

F. Andrews

WE RECOMMEND

Phone No. 4.

TO YOU THE

vERrriirWATCH
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, yourgrand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE

WORLD

W
have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an
s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

It's the Watch for You."

& SPITZ,
NOTE

THE JEWELER

Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

lw1fl'lJffiffTiiitMflli

nt

fiffi'

WXVULM
Two Good
Two

Second-han-

Saddles and Bridles

d

"

"

Ranges with Reservoirs

One Second hand Buffet,

..

"

"

Combination

One

"

"

Marble Top Cen. Table

X

XXXXXXXXX XX

office.
A Brother in Arms, a Pathe drama.
The Elks.
It's good.
Get rid of that cold in the head by
using Zocii's Laxative Quinine Tablets.
Special Orders taken for hanJ decorated favors, place or tally cards.
Address "H." New Mexican.
Large Size King Heaters with pipe
?j at Goebels.
Show the People where you are,
See advertisement of P. Lacassagne
on page seven.
It's a Vitagraph, "The Cabin Boy,"
at the Elks tonight.
Instructor in Voice, Warren C.
Wade, 1S1 Paiai'e avenue. Highest
recommendations.
Girl Commits
Suicide Margareta
Carabajal, a young woman, at Silver
City, committed suicide by shooting
herself through the neck, dying a few
minutes afterwards.
School Inspection John V. Conway, superintendent of the county
schools will leave tomorrow for the
school districts of the Stanley valley,
southern Santa Fe county.
Beef, Iron and Wine, a tonic for
January. Fine for your system. Buy
ir. at Zook's.
Gutted
Fire The Concannon
By
bearding house at Albuquerque, a two
story frame structure and a landmark at the corner of Santa Fe avenue and Second street was gutted
by fire last night.
Subject at Prayer Meeting At the
prayer meeting service tonight at the
First Presbyterian church instead of
the usual subject of the Sunday school
lesson being treated,
the theme:
"What debt or debts are owed by this
church to this community and how
are they to be paid?" will be treated.
Everyone is cordially invited.
Santa Fe Weather Itself Again
The days of sunshine and mild

MEXICAN,

SANTA"

zephyrs, unbroken now for a week or
mare, are to continue for the weather
bureau
predicts fair and warmer
weather for tomorrow.
Yesterday
the maximum temperature was 50
and last night the minimum was
28 degrees.
Light snow fell over the
mountains east of Santa Fe yesterday.
Tonight's program at the Elks: "A
Brother in Arms," "The Cabin Boy,"
"Young Men's Christian Association.
Special Services Special services
are being planned in the First
church beginning Wednesday night on January 24, and continuing indefinitely. The minister, B. Z.
McCollough, expects to have charge
of the same without relying on any
outside minister. A band of men
within the church itself have agreed
tc back up the services in an aggressive manner.
Frost Bite Cure Certainly! Just
the thing to give you relief. Zook
sells it.
Pres-bjteria- n

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxs
REWARD.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

n X
Ermine neckpiece lost
the Armory at the inaugural X
ball. If party seen picking it X
up will return same to the New X
Mexican they will receive lib- - X
eral reward. No questions X

asked.

X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ULSTER UNIONISTS THREATEN
TO PREVENT MEETINGS.
Irish Who Are Opposed to Home Rule
for the Green Isle Cause
Sensation.
t
(By Special Leased Wire to Ne- Mexican I
Dublin, Jan. 17. The threats of the
Ulster unionists to prevent the holding of a meeting at Belfast on February 8. at which Winston Spencer
Churchill, first Lord of the Admiralty, and John Redmond, leader of the
Commons, are announced to speak in
bPhalf of home rule, has caused a
in political circles.
The Nationalist newspapers generally make
caustic comments on the unionist

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 1912.

EE, N. M.

ALLEGED FORGER TAKEN
FROM ELEGANT SUITE.

CARDINAL JOHN M. FARLEY
THEODORE ROOSEVELT WOULD
GIVEN A GREAT WELCOME
EXPLAIN ON FRIDAY.
Alleged Friendliness to Will Be Center of Ecclesiastical,
Trust Dwelt Upon
cial, Public and Private
By Witness.
Receptions.

So-

Distinguished Looking, Refined Man
Supposed to Be King of Hotel
Swindlers.

Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased WYre to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Jan. 17. John M.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. F. J.
manLowe, representing independent
Farley, arch bishop of New York,

(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexrcan
Denver, Colo., Jan. 17. Taken from

Harvester

ufacturers, charged before the House
r iles committee today that "fifty-on- e
per cent of the stockholders in the
Steel, Sugar, Beef and Bankers' trust
also controlled the International Harvester Company."
He declared that the Department of
Justice had "chloroformed
every
movement made to prosecute the Harvester Trust, shown by the fact that
the Townsend report to the department in 1906 has slumbered there ever
since."
Mr. Lowe said that last autumn he
ps;ked Colonel Theodore Roosevelt's
advice as to what he should do to
urge prosecution of the Harvester
Company and Mr. Roosevelt had said:
"You'd better come to see me later
about that." "Later," said Mr. Lowe,
"I was astounded to learn that Mr.
"
Roosevelt had placed a clean bill of

came home a cardinal to a welcome
that will mark an epoch in his life.
After an absence of two months
abroad, he was the first of America'3
new "princes of the church," to touch
home shores and, as such, many thousands prepared to do him honor.
Thousands stood along the line of
march from the Battery to St. Patrick's cathedral at Fifth avenjue and
Fiftieth street, and thousands more,
including a choir of lx thousand parochial school children, gathered within
the edifice to note with reverence his
progress to the Episcopal throne to-Today's ceremonies

marked

an elegant suite in one of the leading
hotels of Denver, a refined, faultlessly dressed and well educated man, who
registered as Barney Hillman, is held
by the police charged with forgery.
The last two letters of the name he
signed to three checks which 'were
cashed by two hotel proprietors, are
j said by the police to indicate that the
man is none other than Harry Mann,
known as the "King of Hotel Swind
lers," alias George Mackley, George
Hanecy, and others.
The Harry Mann, whom the police
believe Hillman to be, is said to be
wanted in many western cities for
i

only

the beginning of receptions, ecclesias- ROBERT HOLLOWAY TAKEN
TO HARROLD, TEXAS.
tical, public and private , at which
Cardinal Farley will be the chief figure during the next few days.
Alleged to Have Confessed to Robbing Bank There of Five
health on the United States Steel
Thousand Dollars..
I also received a letter XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Corporation.
PHOTOGRAPHS. X
from Mr. Roosevelt stating that he X OFFICIAL
Chicago, 111., aJn. 17 Sheriff J. D.
All the official Inaugura- - X Key of Willbarger county, Texas, left
could give me no advice on the Har- X
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explain why.' "
Mr. Lowe chaTged that in the for- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
bank was robbed on April 13, 1910, dymation of the "trust" the smaller
namite being used on the safe. Pomanufacturers were frozen out. The
FOR SALE New Upton Upright lice say Holloway confessed to the
actual work of forming the trust he piano A bargain. Adolf Seligman.
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crime.
declared, was directed by J. Pierpont
Morgan, through George W. Perkins,
Charles R. Flint, he added, was the
original promoter, who turned his afHar-Tol-
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fairs over to Morgan and Company.
"We propose to show," said Mr. Lowe,
"that the United States Steel Company gives rebates to the International Harvester Company and that the
Belt Line Railroad in Chicago obStudebakers can t afford to build anything but good wagons.
structs freight traffic of independents."
For nearly 60 years the Sludebaker wagon has enjoyed a
He also charged that the "trust"
sold goods at home at a profit of 100
splendid reputation.
per cent and sold abroad almost at
threat.
But
cost, demanding cash from American
farms, giving long term contracts to
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Studebakers couldn't put out defective wagons even ii tney
JUAREZ THIS AFTERNOON. foreign
"We charge that the International
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Juarez, Jan. 17. Weather clear and Harvester Company, through the Naand business.
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We Can Design that gown for you.
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WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 17. Colo- V rado, overcast, with local snow
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CLOTHES FOR MEN
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AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS.
TAILORING
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IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

Our many

iL fa

us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for
Our reputation in the

TAILOR-MAD-

E

$15.00
CLOTHES is well

we make nothing but the finest
and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the handThe patterns are new and were never
some woolens.
more attractive.
known to you

all--t- hat

work-mahshi-

p,

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

TO MEN AND WOMEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
work. If you think
of
anything
your clothes, put them in his hands.

SPECIAL NOTIC

CoijTieht Hart Schaflner & Marx

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN UPTODATE DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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